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Production* says one writer, constitutes "those processes by which
human effort is expended in order to increase the sum. of goods and services
capable of satisfying the desires of men".* From the point of view of
economies no commodity is completely produced until it reaches the con
signer* For the purpose of analyzing an important part of production.
economists distinguish between the productive process itself and distribu-
tion. The productive process is concerned with creating form utility®
Distribution is the process of creating time, place* possession and sendee
utilities. Distribution is commonly termed the marketing»
Consumption is defined as the use of economic resources by the
ultimate consumerse Consumption as a field of research may be divided
into two fields: (1) the study of standards and levels of living and; (2)
that of consumer buying in the market* The consumer is the one who uses
his resources, time, energy, purchasing power, and choice Halting to satisfy
his -wants* The consumer-buyer is the one who performs the technological
function of selecting and purchasing goods and services to satisfy his
vtants on the basis of the limited resources. The consumer and the
consumer-buyer may be the same. The consumer-buyer performs his functions
in the market* He is the connecting link betvreen consumption and distri
bution. Distribution is directly connected with production*
Mclsaao, Archibald M. and Smith, James G., Introduction, to Economic
SM* Boston, Little, Brown & Co., 1937, pp» 4irr~~~~~~~~~~~~~"
'Hoyt, Elizabeth E., Consumption in Our Society, Mew York. McGraw-
Hill Book Co., 1938, p» 5 ——— ——————s.
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Marketing; includes among other functions the process of buying and
selling* In this study we shall attempt to explain the installment plan
of selling and buying certain goods* Emphasis will be given to the
effect of this plan of selling on the consumer resources of purchasing
power and choice making in the markets A basic assumption of this study-
is that an exposition, of the selling methods is a fruitful means of
studying objectively the interests of consumers* This basic assumption
has certain corollaries* First, a study of the extent and causes of the
spread, of installment selling and buying will shed light on the consumer
interests* Secondly, the origin and practices of finance companies pro
vide information® Thirdly, an analysis of the legal phases of "buying
and selling gives important information. Fourthly, the analysis of
perfect and imperfect competition provides a fruitful means of explaining
nary of the abuses of the installment plan of selling* Fifthly, an
explanation of the- cost factors and priee policies of retailers and
finance companies afford objective means of appraising the plan from the
point of view of flair prices* They also provide information as to the
results of consumer preferences being kept irrational. The consumer
loses money from lack of information in three important ways, (l) high
prices, (2) repossessions and (3) wage Assignments.
The Problem
The plan of installment selling seems to be sound but^ there are
many abuses of the plan which endanger the interest of consumers. The
problem of this study may be stated in a form of questions® ?Jhat are the
practices and policies of retailers and finance companies that foster
practices contrary to criteria "good" consumer goods markets, iee» fcir
prices and adequate information to consumers? What are the policies and
practices of retailers and finance companies that seen to harmonize with
consumer interests?
Limitations Of The Problem
This study is limited to the investigation of the installment selling-
buying process of those goods that go to ultimate consumers. It is not
concerned with such goods and services as farjn implements, traotorss homes*
stocks and bonds, and life insurance, nor is it concerned with that method
of selling goods where the buyer is loaned the money "by a personal fisaanee
company with which to pay cash for the commodity and then repays the loan
in installments* From the point of view of the two criteria of (1) fair
prices and (2) policies and practices that redxice mistakes in selection
of installment credit services the writer will investigates
a« The extent of installment selling-buying in the United States*
b» Mechanics and agencies ©f the credit services in the market.
c» The goods sold on this plan as they are connected with the
credit services and agencies*
d. The cost factors and pricing policies.
e. The information and lack of information given*
Methodology
The sources of the 'materials of this study are books "by recognized
authorities, articles from periodicals, publications of private foundations
of research and government research publications. Mo field work has been
done* The method of study is essentially deductive.
The first step vas to find out what had "been written In the field and
to collect a bibliography of writings in the specific field* The articles
and books that gave the most fundamental economic interpretation, of the
installment plan of selling were read first. From them notes were taken on
cards on the phases of the plan that were of use to the writer. Then books
on general phases of economies which provided a theoretical basis for sound
interpretation of the installment plan, of selling were added to the biblio
graphy* These were read nestb and notes were 'made from thera# From the books
and articles read the final interpretative outline of the study "was made*
After this was done the factual material of the plan was read and notes were
taken on cards* The next step was that of classifying the cards by chapters.
Then the serious business of writing the first draft was begun* Before each
chapter vas written the cards in the particular chapter were arranged in
their logical order.
CHAPTER II
INSTALLMENT CREDIT A FORM OF CONSUMER CREDIT
The installment plan, ia a connecting link between producers and con
sumers through the market for certain durable consumer goods* It la a
producer invention. It has bean aptly defined by Wilbur G. Plummer. He
sayss
An installment sale or purchase is on© in which the price of
the goods is to be paid for in fixed portions at stated intervals®
Aside from the cash or down payment...the transaction is simply a
credit or deferred payment transaction and does not differ in
its mature from any other credit transaction •»* It is a sort of
funded debt in contrast to a demand obligation which is payable
at the request of the creditor or to the open account, which was
payable in whole or in part at the convenience of the debtor.
It also stands in contrast to the kind of debt which runs for a
stated period and whioh ia paid in a lump sum at the end of the
periods
In buying on the installment plan,, the goods are delivered
to the buyers, but the title to them generally remains in the
seller and does not pass to the buyer until all the installments
are paid. In scan® oases the title passes immediately to the
buyer* and he gives a mortgage on the goods aa security for the
balance due» Default in payment in almost all oases gives the
seller the right to the possession of the goodsj it also quit©
frequently forfeits all previously paid instaHnents.1
Goods that are usually sold on the installment plan ere automobiles,
household fvrnitMre and appliances, pianos, sewing machines, phonographs,
washing machines, radio sets* jewelry, olothing, traetora* gas stoves,
eleotrio refrigerators, vacuum cleaners, farm equipment aEd electric
stoves. Besides these ara books, life insurance, stocks and bonds, homes,
and improvements on homes and buildings which are sold on the installment
Ipiummer, Wilbur C, The Social and Economic Consequences of Buying
on the Installment Plan, Ann, of Amer»T_Aj>a_<l^_ojf_Poil.i & Soo. Sciences, Vol.
119 (Supplement), 1927, p. 1.
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plan. In this study we are not concerned with the latter nor ar© we con
cerned with tractors and farm equipment which are listed above* This
study, then,is concerned with consumer goods* It will be noted that the
outstanding characteristie of the goods in the list is their durability
as compared with other consumer goods such as food. Another characteristic
is their relatively high unit value. The terms of payment are so fixed
that the debt outstanding can be liquidated fester than the value of the
good depreciates«
latiire Of Installment Credit
It was stated above that installment oredit, as a kind of credit^ does
not differ from any other form of credit. However, installment credit is
also consumer credit for it is a means of financing the transference of
commodities to the person who uses them directly in the satisfaction of
his wants. It is therefore different from producer credit which is used
primarily in the financing of the production and the distribution of goods
which is expected to bring aa income sufficiently large to repay the loan
with interest and to net the borrower a profit. Credit, however, is not
granted primarily on the basis of what it will b© used for. It is granted
on the basis of the three C's « character, capacity and collateral. For
the amount of credit desired these three C'S are almost as common among
consumers as they are among producers*
An important difference "between producer credit and consumer credit
is that the latter is smaller in individual amounts granted* The monetary
value of a consumer good tends to be iaucher smaller than that of a pro»
duoer good. Besides the cons inner purchases on© or at the most only a few
commodities at a time while the producer usually buys in large quantities*
The method of liquidating installment credit is different from that of
producer credit also. The enterpriser pays his loan in a lump stun as
a rule and after a period of 30 days to 120 days if it is short term
credit. On the other hand the installment buyer repays his loan in
stated portions of the sum loaned ranging over a period of thre© months
to five years*
Seligraan lists what h© considers the essential characteristics of
installment credit as a form of consumer credit. The first is the com
parative durability of commodities sold on the installment plan* "The
essential characteristic of installment credit, so far as the element of
durability is concerned, consists in payment for the goods before utiliza
tion as compared with payment after utilization."^ Thus the amount due,
in view of the down payment and the terms of payment, is always arranged
so that it will be less than the -value of the commodity. By the nature
of the arrangement of payment as fitted to the durability of the commodity,
the necessary collateral is provided* Again the utility or value does not
■vanish when the loan is liquidated. YJhile the terms of payment may extend
over a period of on© to two years in the ease of automobiles and furniture,
the commodities themselves are likely to last fron seven to 20 years*
Another characteristic ©f goods sold by way of installment credit is
their relatively high priee. Ihile they arc? desirable, the cash purchase
of such goods usually constitutes an immediate strain on the family budget
except for groups of the highest income classes*
•'•Seligman, E. R» A«, The Economies o_fJtnstaJLiUnejxt^JJellin^, vol. 1,
(New York, 1929), pp. 198-2037'"""'""~~
2Jbid., p. 198.
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A third characteristic is the interval of time between contract of
tlte debt and tile liquidation. This interval ranges from a £ev? months to
five years. However in most instances it is from 12 to 24 months* There
are several methods of payment stick as the three payment plan, two payment
plan, ten payment plan, weekly payments, monthly payment,, and others accord
ing to the convenience of the buyer and the policies of the seller*
The last characteristic of goods sold on installment is that they are
to a large extent of recent origin, designed to satisfy new wants of the
buyers
Seligman writes^ in reference to the four characteristics, the following;
The sale in question is apt to represent a single transaction,
not likely to be duplicated, at least in the immediate future*
Just because it is a single transactions it usually has no prede
cessor, at least not in the immediate past*
Because of the relatively greater expensiveness of the article,
the amount ©f credit to bo granted to the purchaser is larger than
in ordinary consumer credit. It brings with it a-considerably
greater degree of hazard*
.as a corollary of the protracted period between downpayment and
final payaeat, we have an increasing necessity on the part of the
seller to bridge the interval and to meet the risks of non-payment*
YChat takes place within these intervals will be the subjects of later
discussions* We may say thab, when debts beeoira delinquent, the occasion
is at hand for extensions of terms, threats and repossessions on the part
of sellers8
The three C's of credit were noted above and it may be stated at this
point that inasmuch as producers' are also consumers they can just as well
carry their (attributes) of character and capacity oirer to consumer credit*
"'■Ibid., pp. 202-3„
Character is not posssessed by the producer to the exclusion of the con
sumer. However, In the early history of installment credit In America
the type of people who availed themselves of it xvere not always of the
highest integrity* The effort of dealers to protect themselves from the
great losses by charging high prices caused the plan to fall into early
disrepute.^ Capacity refers, of course, to the adequacy of the income
to support and service the credit given* Compared with the inecsae of a
corporate enterprise the income of an individual consumer is small* But
compared with the amount of credit granted a corporate enterprise at any
one time the amount of credit granted and desired "by the consumer is also
small* All that is demanded is an income large enough and of sufficient
regularity to guarantee the liquidation of the loan on time in vievr of the
other demands on the income* The essential thing, therefore, in the grant
ing ©f credit is the credit standing of the individual*** "installment sell- ..
ing may indeed need a technique of its ov#n, and may require a more careful
and deteiled examination into the solvency and reputability of the individual;
but at bottom the problem is one affecting the grant of any kind of credit."^
After the desire for a durable high priced consumer good las become a
decision in the mind of the consumer to aets the consumer may weigh the
convenience and cost of other methods of purchasing the desired commodity
against the installment plan* He say get the money from the bank or personal
finance company* At any rate h© will usually consider the "real costs".'
•"■Plummer, Vf. C, ^g^edt,*, P« 10»
n, B» R. A*s opjcljii* P» 301*
5
Seligman, E* R. A., ££^oit^» P» 292®
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The unwillingness of the purchaser either to execute a
mortgage on Ms home or to ask a friend to endorse his note,
and even the inconveniences and loss of time necessitated in
obtaining "bank credit, present barriers to its use — terriers
that are at; real as the higher charges made for installment
credit*^-
The characteristics of the commodity of durability, of relatively high
price, of the interval of time between the contract of the debt and its
liquidation, and of their recent origin and their stimulation of new wants
may all be looked at as a whole. As a whole they say be explained as a
theory of consumer credit which, recognizes the important relations of install
ment buying to installment selling* Of this N. R. Danielian, writing in the
American Economic Review, says:
The interest rate on oonsivaers* loans, statistically con
sidered in a stat© of pure competition, would measure both th©
marginal lenders' and the marginal borrowers1 preference of
present over future utilities. In the actual state, however.,
there is a difference between the marginal lenders1 and the
marginal borrowers8 estimation of this preference of present
over future enjoyments* This difference will be greater as th©
disadvantage in the position of the "borrowers compared with that
of the lenders is more pronounced* Then there -will be a wider sepa
ration between the upper limit which the interest rate may reach
(set "by the imrginal borrowers' point of indifference, where they
consider th© alternative of waiting) and the lower limit, which
ia determined by the opportunity the marginal lenders' have of
. using their funds differently. In this difference between the
borrowers' and lenders' margin of transference all additional
charges for cost, risk, and profits of financing find their place*
Assuming a desire for the commodity, the consumer weighs the utility
of the article on the basis of his limited time, energy and purchasing
power against the future disutilities of sacrificing other future more or
less close substitutes to make payment on his debt*
Seligraan, E« R« A.,
?
"Danieliaiij N. R«s The Theory of Consumers' Credit,
fieview. Vol. 19 (1929), pp. 394-5.
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Says Danielian on. this points
Yifhen credit is obtainable, the comparison Is not between
present utilities and future utilities. Trot between two future
utilities - those of the durable good on the on© hand, and those
others which will have to be abandoned when payments are made on
installment purchases ».. The future utilities of the durable
good purchasable or credit are apt to be more vividly perceived
than the utilities of those other alternative commodities of the
same periodj and the discount of future utilities bought on credit
may be smaller, and the discrepancy greater, the smaller the ratio
of down payments and of the subsequent installments to the total
value of the commodity*
It is, therefore, important that the consumer in deciding to purchase goods
on the installment plan^ weigh anticipated future utilities from durable
goods against future utilities of other goods or services* Such weighing
requires imagination on the part of consumers but it is necessary if they
are to get maximum satisfaction from given resources.
,, p. 395,
CHAPTER III
CONCENTRATION AMD DISPERSION OF GOODS SOLD ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAI
Extent Of The Use Of The Plan
According to Seligpan the installment plan of selling was introduced
in Amerioa in 180?« It spread rather slowly In its early history going
from low priced to meditaa priced articles. However,, "within the last ten
years (preceding 1927) installment selling has undergone enormous expan
sion in both volume of sales and number of industries affected* About
1915 installment selling was introduced into the automobile business, inhere
it experienced a somewhat gradual growth for several years, and then after
192G, it suddenly expanded, reaching great volumes within a few years'
time."2
It has been estimated that the total annual amount of installment debt
is around $6,000,000,000• At any one time the amount of installment debt
is about $2,750,000,000. This is a more significant figure than the
$6,0Q0,0O0,Q0Oe2 The installment debt was estimated in 1931 to be
$2,500,000,000 by A. W. Ayres#3 He claims that this amount was 7S percent
of the total installment debt at the end of 1929. All of this was new
installment debt whieh was contracted after the 1929 debts had been liqui
dated.
However, the total amount of credit of all kinds, including
installment credit, outstanding at a given time in this country,
not counting funds borrowed for the purpose of re-loaning, is .
very greatly in exeess of a $120,000,000,000 ©r a $130,000,000,000.
3TMd., p. 14.
Plummer, W. C», op» eit#, p. 2.
3
Installment Deb
p. 40, Oct. 17, 1931.




Goods sold on installment plans in 1929 amounted to 13 percent of the total
•value of retail sales in that year, 10,9 percent in 1935, 11.8 percent, 1956,
12.25 percent in 1957s1
In the early use of installment credit, it found its widest reception
among the poor. Even today it is claimed that it is used more generally
"by people of the low income groups. In a recent study made of a town with
a population of 60,000 it was found that 40 percent of the families canrassed
in the poorer sections used the plan, 25 percent of those in the middle olass
section used the plan^ and five percent of the families in the wealthy section
"bought goods on the installment plan.2 In a study ©f the installment buying
of federal employees in Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Hew Orleans and lew York
reported in the Monthly labor Review in November, 1929 it was found that
approximately 40 percent of the ftunilies studied Ydth incomes ©f less than
f1,500 a year bought on the installment plan* However the largest percent
ages of families using the plan were in the income classes of §1,500 to
$1,800 and |2,70Q to $3,000 — the respective percentages being 51.7 percent
and 50 percent* The lowest percentage of families mas found in the class of
$3,600 or over.3 The report concluded from its figures that installment
buying m.s not a matter of income for those federal employees but that it
seemed to have been determined by family inclination or necessity,, The
largest number of families was making payments on furniture and house furnish
ings. They were making payments on from one to five articles at one time
^•Sohmalz, C. N., Ihere is Installment Selling Headed? Harvard Business
Review, Vol. 17, p. 87, (1938, 1939). ——————
2Plummer, W. C, o£»_oit«, p. 11.
SCost of Living ©f Federal Employees in Five Cities; Installment Buying,
lJ'bReview, vol. 29, p. 2 (lovember 1929).
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which included automobilest furniture, radios, musical instruments, washing
machines, mouum cleaners, and sewing nmehines. It oan be seen, therefore,
that today installment buying is not "by any means confined to the poor.
The plan is not confined to any one region nor to the cities although city
people make more, repeated and extensive use of it than country people*!
Causes Of The Spread Of Installment Selling And Buying
Many reasons are adi»nced for the rapid spread and extensive use of
the installment plan* It was first employed on a wide basis in the auto
mobile industry which was young (in 1915), and manufacturers -wished to
increase sales and thus expand output which would lower costs. Easier
terms were granted and the industry has since been subject to the law of
decreasing costs. Plummer lists the following causes? excess capacity of
industry after the close of the World l&r and v«.r orders had ceased to come
in, competition between the same kind of goods and between different goods
where competitors xvere forced to adopt the same kind of selling policies
that a ri-wal used with success, rise in the real income of laborers, high
pressure salesmanship, and advertising,^ Of advert!sing it is interesting
to not© what another writer has to says*5
•'■Grimes, W« H., Distribution and the Finance Company, Harvard Business
'"Review, vol. 18, p. 206, (1940). " ---—————
gIMd., pp. 7-10.
3Billkopf, Jacob, Survey Graphic (April 1925) quoted is PluEimer,
i 11
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Bid you e¥er think of the strain to which people with small
Incomes are subjected by our continual pursuit of them to spend
their money? Every newspaper, every magazine, every street,
every railroad track, every street-car, every country road is
lined with advertisements carrying suggestions intended to "be
subtle, though often they are blatant, to buy, buy, buy* Every
human impulse, good and bad, is played upon* lot only do we
advertise publicly, but we send letters and agents to the homes
to try to extract from any and everyone what money he has* In
every way we set about deliberately to aako a person feel that
life will be a failure unless he or she uses this soap or shaving
oreaip, drives this automobile, owns this radio, sees this movie
or play, eats this food, etc.
3
nor could we "in their places*
Foster and Catchings give a somewhat different interpretation to the
rapid and wide spread of installment selling* They say;l
In a period of increasing productivity, industry turns out
more consumer's goods than consumers can buy with their incomes®
Trie deficiency in income comes about becau.se industry does not
pay consumers as much money as consumers must pay if business is
to expand and prosper* As the flow of goods into consumers*
markets increases, the flow of money into consumers' pockets
does not long increase proportionately* Presently there are
pore goods on hand than the people can buy and pay for out of
income at the going price level. Besides, consumers, under the
necessity of saving, do not spend even as much as they receive*
Since, therefore, consumers cannot buy the goods with their
current income, and will not buy the goods out of saved income,
industry has resorted more and more to the device of handing
them the goods to be paid for out of future income*
They conclude with a criticism of the plan« They say that, assuming con
sumer income to be constant from year to year, an increase in purchasing
power by use of the installment plan the first year, when the debts must
be paid the next year, cuts down the purchasing of the consumers in the
second year by the amount of the increase in installment debt contracted
the previous year* It is necessary therefore to double the installment
1 m
Foster, «r* T » and Catchings, ¥*, Business without a Buyer, Houghton-
I/dfflin Go#, lew york, 1927, pp. 57-?6« ' —-■'-—-———-—
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debt In the second year over the previous year in order to maintain, the
total purchasing power that the first year's installment debt increased
it to. Therefore, they contend, there will be no permanent increase in
consumer purchasing power by use of the installment plan.
Seligman* answers this criticism by stating that as a result of the
contract of the installment debt for a desired commodity, the individual
iray be stimulated to greater productivity. He continues:
If installment credit is .a part of consumption credit, and
if consumption credit is a part of credit in general, what rea
son is there for denying to installment credit some of the
characteristics that we must ascribe to all credit? «.. If the
credit to the producer normally increases his productive capa
city, why should not credit to the consumer nonaally increase
his consumptive capacity, that is,, Ms purchasing power? »»»
The fact that installment credit puts such potentially produc
tive goods at the disposal of the consumer at an earlier date
than would otherwise have been possible implies an increase of
his efficiency which will soon be translated into an increasing
flow of income.
Although there is not complete agreement as to the causes of the spread
of the installment plan nor as to its soundness, the fact that it is used
extensively by all classes of people in the United States and in all sections
of the nation indicates that the pay-as-you-use idea, lias been thoroughly
established in the minds and habits of the people. Thus the idea of thrift
in. America has been, revolutionized»^
Marketing Agencies For Installment Goods And Credit
The goods that are sold principally on the installment plan are auto-
mobiles, pianos, phonographs, sewing machines,.washing machines, radio sets,
, pp. 282-3.
Nunn, ".V. L«, Revolution in the Idea of Thrift, Annals of the American
Academyj, (March 1938), vol. 1S6, pp# 52-56. __-.__. ___—
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jewelry, elothings vacuum cleaners, gas stoves and mechanical refriger
ators* In order that these goods move from the manufacturer to the ultim
ate consumer certain important functions must "be performed* In a general
way the marketing process creates for the consumer time, place and posses
sion utilities. Through its functions of exchange, market news, grading,
transportation,, storage, financing and risk taking, the producer and the
consumer are brought together« In the ordinary installment transactions
the following classes are affected: the consumer buyer, the retailer, the
wholesaler, the finance company, the manufacturer, and the "banker* There
are ■variations from this, of course. In some cases there is no finance
company, in others no wholesaler, and in others still there is neither whole
saler nor finance company, 'ahat makes the finance company necessary or the
function performed by the finance company necessary is that the manufacturer,
unable or unwilling to finance his products until they are sold and paid for
by the ultimate consumer, requires cash from the dealers when they receive
the goods or shortly thereafter. The usual procedure is that the manufacturer
mails to the dealer a sight draft which is payable by the dealer upon receipt
of the product* The dealer stores the commodities until they are sold. '.Then
the product is sold, on the installment plan, the "buyer signs a contract
agreeing to pay a specified amount each month or week according to the terms
of the agreement. Since the dealer or retailer must pay cash for the cars
for an example and the installment plan of payments may run for three months
to five years the strain on the retailer's capital is often more than he
can bear* The banker will not very often give him any assistance "because
installment credit entails more expense — relatively snail size of the lean
"bookkeeping, investigating, etc. — than the ineorae allowed from the existing
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maximum legal rate of interest. These limiting forces call for a new and
specialized type of economic institution* The situation is met by the
finance company. Of course tanks and other agencies buy installment
paper but it is estimated that probably 60 percent ©f all installment sales
are handled "by finance companies•* In most eases the finance companies
deal with the customer only indirectly through the retailer. The primary
relationships of the finance company are to the retailer and manufacturer.
The Marketing of Certain Durable Consumer Goods
Installment credit can be profitably studied in connection with the
commodities sold, on the installment plan.* It is useful therefore to note
the concentration and dispersion process of soir» of the good thus sold.
Hhoade s says s
Commodities to be consumed by many individuals in small amounts
must pass through a dispersion process involving jobbers, retailers,
consumer advertising and so on, while commodities purchased in
wholesale quantities or on a large seal© escape that great com
plexity of dispersion processes.
Products produced by many scattered individual producers re
quire a system of concentration with various types of middlemen
to bring them to the wholesale stage, while those produced in
wholesale quantities by large producers are already concentrated
and may diispen.se with such, concentrating structures J-
Furniture
In the furniture market the wholesalers are independent concerns and
1Flynn, John T., Buy As You Go, S££ibnerji_^^zin©s (February 1939),
vole 105, p. 26.
Rhoades, E. L», ln*ro^££t££y^ef£^|i£_i£,^£]1"e<*i2i,i> New York, N.Y.,
McGraw Hill Book Co.^ 192? s p. 33.
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have c.o relation either with manufacturers or firms engaged in retail trade*
There are a large number of furniture producers especially in states east
of the Mississippi River, ilany are found on the Pacific coast. The pro
ducers specialize in distinct lines such as case goods (bedroom and dining
room suites), chairs, tables and cedar chests. Style is important in this
industry. Consumers1 taste require distinotiveness in appearances In the
construction of furniture a number of different cabinet goods may "b© used*
Often inferior woods are used on the unexposed surfaces and on the exposed
surfaces better woods are used. Manufacturers in most instances sell
directly to retailers through salesmen. They sell to jobbers only in
distant localities*
On account of the multiplicity o-f style,furniture is a
product that does not lend itself to definite standardization
either-as to material or construction. Its purchase becomes
a natter for the judgment of experts with the samples before
them.I
At certain furniture seasons great furniture markets are held where all
styles of furniture for the coming seasons are on display. These markets
are opened only to wholesalers and retailers who inspect the new styles.
Consumers are not invited*.
As was said above, furniture is sold largely on credit terms by retailers.
In a study made,
Only 78 out of 556 dealers reporting stated that they priced
their furniture on the "basis of cash, at the time of a salej 21
priced on the basis cash in SO, 60 or 90 daysj S84 priced on
the basis of installment or long-time creditj eight of them said
they carry two prices ob the tag — one for cash and one for
installments* Out of the 500 stores investigated using some form
©f installment plan, 100 used the conditional sale contract,, 121
used a chattel mortgage, and 192 used a fora of contract that
Rhoades,
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purports tc be a lease and speaks of monthly or weekly payments
as 'rentals'. Under both conditional sale and the lease,the
stores retain, title to the furniture until payment has been
completed«
Rugs and carpets are distributed by direct solicitation, by the manu
facturer, by selling agents, through jobbers* and through mail order houses.
There are two seasons of the year for such goods — spring and fall*
Radio receiving sets reach the consumers through jobbers and whole
salers to the retailers or from manufacturers to chain stores and mail
order houses. They are sonewhat standardized and require an intensive
sale effort.
Having seen how furniture comes on the market we nay now look briefly
at the relation of total retail sales of furniture to installment sales*
In the report of the Retail Credit Survey of 1937 installment sales of
furniture stores Increased 4*3 percent but the proportion of installment
sales to total sales declined from 69#4 percent to 68 »1 percent as compared
with the previous year. The study reveals the general tendency toward an
increasing proportion of open account sales in 1937 and its corresponding
decreasing in proportion of cash and installment sale.
The lowest size group, annual sale of $25,000 or less
proved exceptional* This group of six stores averaged a
smaller proportion of open credit sales in 1937 and increased
the proportion of installment sales. The s&me size classifi
cation also had the largest proportion of open credit sales,
9i2 percent. Store;s with sales in the range from §25,000 to
$50,000 revealed an exceptionally high proportion of cash sales,
SI.7 percent in 1937.* (See Table I.)
Bur« of For. and Dom. Corn.., ^^2j^£^^^£Z^^2£_2^21.» tfeshington,
JJept. of Commerce, 1938S p. G?-68«
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TABLE I
PERGlTlCTAGES OF INSTALLMENT SALES TO TOTAL SALES, OF
MOETKLY COLI-ECTIOIS OF BAD DEBTS LOSSES OF FURHETUBE







































This study was divided into regions — New England, Middle Atlantic,
East North Central, Tfest forth Centra,!, South Atlantic, East South Central,
West South Central, Mountain, Pacific and Territorial Hawaii. Half of the
regions revealed decreases in the proportion of installment sale* The 'test
South Central region had a very large percentage of installment sales to
total sales — 93.6 percent in 1937 from the 15 stores reporting. The
monthly collection of installment sales from the furniture stores revealed
a decrease from 10.7 in 1936 to 10,4 percent in 1957.
The average loss from bad debts of installment sales was 1.6 percent in
1836 and 1.7 percent in 1937. Stores with volume of sales ranging from
y100,000 to .i,:E509000 had a loss 1.9 percent of total sales in 1937. The
loss was 2«4 percent the previous year. Stores in the class from i-500,000
and ahove had losses smaller than the average for the whole group. Bad
22
debt losses from open accounts were 0.4 '©f l.o percent in 195?,,'
Automobiles
lfThe real revolution in American consumption is in large measure a
function of the introduction of the automobile»H^ More than 4,000,000
cars and trucks were produced in 1928. Twenty-eight percent of the new
cars were sold on the installment plan in 1927f 60.8 percent of new and
used cars were sold on the installment plan in 1927 and 75#9 percent of
new and used cars were sold ©n installments in 1925, It is estimated that
half of the passsenger ears in us© (this includes used ears) were purchased
at not more than it-500» or $600.
TABLE II
PKRCEKIAGB 03? TOTAL PASSKNGER CAR PRODUCTION, BY





























J^ Econoiido Changes, lew York, MoGraw Hill Book Co., 1929, vol. 1
2Breyer, S. F., j^
1931, p. 357.
Marketing, lew York, MoGraw Hill Book Cq»s
Automotive Industries, Feb. 22, 1930 in Breyer,op. pit., p. 357.
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Automobiles are in many oases distributed by the manufacturer to
regional distributors -wftio in turn distribute them to dealers* In other
cases they are sent directly from the manufacturer to bhe dealer*
The dealer renders many valuable services. He commits
himself, in advance, to -take a certain yearly quote, of oars*
These he pays for in cash upon delivery* All of the risk or
loss dan&ge, and all the merchandising risks, from the time
the cars leave the plant, branch house, or distributor ware
house until sold, .fell upon Mm .»• He must store the cars,
and finance them, the cost of which must be paid by him.
Sometimes there is an associate or sub-dealer. The dealer for a
particular automobile manufacturer pays part of the local advertising cosb
and may use the trade name only so long as he is selling the oars of this
manufactory. He nust keep a minimum supply of parts and raake reports of
sales to the manufacturer and must have a schedule of purchases for a
period of a year.
Automobiles are advertised very extensively. Most of this is spent
upon passenger cars. In 1929 tvrenty-three automobile and truck companies
appropriated (j!64,242,0002 for national advertising and newspaper advertising*
The financial resources of the dealers were not sufficient to finance
the sale of these goods, since they were mostly sold on the ins-bailment plan.
The banks could not give sufficient credit because the method of sale re
quired long-time financing (from one to two years) and thus the banks did
not consider the sales liquid enough. Further, the method of selling re
quires wide and specialized credit and collection facilities. The rates
R charged were higher than banks could legally charge. This problem




g;avo rise to the finance company which first learns the credit rating of
a distributor or dealer and then, arrange to finance the sale* Often the
finance company does Its own, investigating and collecting after the sale
tea "been made by the dealer and the papers thus sold to the finance
company.
Having shown the channels of distribution through which automobiles
reach the consumer "hvcyev, we infty now consider some facts concerning the
sale of automobiles on installments. In 1937 automobile dealers with
annual sale ranging from $100,000 to 4-250,000 showed a decrease in sales
of 11,9 percent over the preceding year. On. the other hand dealers with
sales in excess of §1,000,000 showed an Increase of 12.2 percent over 1336*
Dealers with sales ranging from. 0250,000 t© &1,000,000 had a very small
decline in volume of sales* There was a decline in the proportion of
installment sales to open account sales of dealers with sales ranging from
$500,000 to .$1,000,000. On the other hand dealers with sales of $100,000
or less showed an increase in proportion of installment sales to total
sales» The average collection^ on installment sales ms 13.3 percent in
1937» In the South. Atlantic and the JJast South Central region collection
ratios were far above the other regions being 33.7 percent and 23.3 percent,
Installment collection percentage is the percentage of trie total
annual installment sales collected each month. For instance, if a store
sells §50,000 worth of goods on the installment plan a year and collects
on the average .-?5,000 each month, then the monthly percentage of collections
is 10$. This monthly percentage is influenced by the size of the down pay
ment and the length of the period of payment. If a large down payment is
required, the monthly percentage of collection will b© high. This, of course,
is true if the length of the period of payment is short. On the other hand,
if the payment period is long (say 36 or 48 months) the percentage of
collection to total annual installment sales will be snail*
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respectively* The highest average loss was reported by dealers in the
lowest sales class whose sales were $100,000 or less* The loss was «7 of
one percent« The loss for the whole group was »2 of one percent*
The sale of installment paper to finance companies on a non
recourse basis, and adequate coverage of unpaid balanoes by re
possession values, are probably important factors in the com
paratively low installment losses of automobile dealers* Also
installment losses are measured as a percentage of installment
sales including down payment which do not enter into the credit
transaction*-*-
Electrical Appliances
The growing use of electricity and of electrical appliances
is one of the most typical characteristics of our contemporary
industrial civilization .». The industry has had a phenomenal
growth in a short period. Its value of product of §92,000,000
in 1999 ted risen in 192? to 01.637,307,035 ... The value of
household electrical heating and cooking appliances «s in 1914
lesa than ^3,500,000. By 1925 the value of the output had risen
to i7S,0DQ,Q0Q. The appliances included vacuum cleaners, flat-
irons, domestic ranges* air heaters, percolators, toasters,
waffle irons and grills. The value (of electric washing machines)
reported for 1925 was nearly ;J61,000,000. The total value of all
washing machines, clothes -wringers and driers and ironing machines,
for domestic use vias approximately §70,000,000 in 1925, ^57,000,000
in 1923, #43,000,000 in 1919 and $8,000,000 in 1914. It is estim
ated that 365,000 electrical refrigerators with a value of
^82,000,000 were sold in 1927 .*# The value of radio apparatus
produced increased to $54,000,000 in 1923 and 0177,000,000 in 1925."
A considerable proportion (about 40*1) of electrical household appliances
are sold through the retail departments of public utility companies. The
goods are usually purchased direct from manufacturers in a highly centralized
manner so that the utilities get the advantage in price of large scale
buying* This advantage is enhanced by holding company operations in many
eases when they can exercise supervision of the appliance buying of the
Report of Bra*, of For. and Don. Com., SlSJLJ^il* PP8 37-40®
%ecent Economic Changes, vol« 1, pp. 56-58•
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utilities under their control, Many electric companies own inwards of
100 outlets and as a result retail outlets are established in thousands
of communities. Sales have "been increased by the installment plan. Most
utilities offer long -terms ranging upinard to 30 months. Some terms, how
ever, are as low as three months*
There are some objections raised by many against the sale of electrical
appliances by utilities* Some say that it is unnecessary duplication that
brings about wast© in distribution* Others claim that utilities give pref
erence to some makes of appliances* Some say they sell at such low prices
that there is no profit left or that they pay excessively high salaries an.d
commissions to salesmen* Still others contend that the utilities are ex
tending their monopoly from electric power to eleotric appliances* At any
rate it is claimed,
that trie efforts of eleotric companies to market appliances has
resulted in the general stimulation of this business, which has
incfeased the sales of both, manufacturers and distributors.
Furthermore, the electric companies offer ordinarily very generous
terms of cooperation with distributors of appliances.
Household Appliance Stores
In the Retail Credit Survey of 1937 of the U. S. Department of Commerce2
referred to above it -was reported that stores with annual sales of ^50,000
or less had a decrease in total sales for 1937 as compared with 1938*
(See Table III.)
Those household appliance stores with sales above $5Q90QQ increased
their sales for the same period. The highest percentage of increase vias




reported by stores with sales in excess of $500,000. Most of the stores
had a smaller proportion of installiaent sales to total sales as compared
with the preceding year* The proportion of installment sales ranged from
78.4 percent, experienced by the largest stores, to 17.§ percent experienced
"by the smallest stores. The average monthly collections of all stores re
porting was eight percent of sales in 1937» Losses from open account sales
were «6 of on© percent in 1937 and 1.9 percent in 195S» Bad debt losses
from installment sales were 1.1 percent of total sales in 1937 and 1,4 per
cent in 1936.
TABLE III
PERCKNTAGES OF INSTALIJJIENT SALES TO TOTAL SALES, OF MONTHLY
COLLECTIONS AND OF BAD LOSSES FOR HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCE STORES





































Enure©! Retail Credit Survey, 1937, \J. S« Dopt, of Commerce,
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Department Stores
In a recent study of department stores In America' by Women's Wear
j,^ it was found that out of nearly 500 stores canvassed^ 223 had
departments In which installment soiling had been carried on for wore
than ten years, and 15 had departments in which this plan of selling had
■been carried on for more than 25 years* On the other hand, 356 departments
reported that that method of selling had been adopted by them only vflthin
the last year* This latter revelation brought to light the sudden and
recent change of policy of a large number of department stores* Since then
the spread has increased until it was estimated that the installment sales
of department stores reached approximately $650,000,000 for 1937 and
$200,000,000 for raail order houses for the same year.2 The average install
ment purchase per customer was £79.31 in 1936.^ In the department store the
purchaser has the opportunity to purchase several unrelated articles all
under one contract because of the wide variety of goods offered* (See
Table I?.)
In the Department of Commerce^ survey of retail credit it was reported
that department stores selling $.250,000 or less of goods annually suffered
a decrease in total sales in 1937 under the preceding year while the stores
■with sales of |15,0009000 to §20,000,000 had a decided increase* The highest
%ystrom, P. H.# _op_^oit., p. 599.
Morris, A.. J, & Ronayne, C. /•, Is Installment Buying Sound?s Foruias
(Sept. 1937}, vol. 98, pp. 114-113.
3rbid., pp. 56-65.
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proportion of Installment sales to total sales for any of the stores was
24*7 percent of total sales and was experienced by the stores with sales
of :|2509000 to |500,000a On the other tend the highest proportion of cash
sales (6?»l/a) was experienced "by stores with sales of $250,000 or less*
From a regional point of view the proportion of cash sales to Installment
sales decreased In 1957 as compared with 1936. All stores combined had a
decrease In the percentage of collections* The percentage of collection
ranged from 14.5 percent to 18«9 percent of total sales for the various
classes of stores -— these sales being Installment sales only* Average
monthly collections -varied according to regions from 12,7 percent in the
South Atlantic area to 22 »5 percent In the East North Central area* The
losses from ted debts for all the stores averaged «8 of one percent* The
largest loss was reported 'by stores In trie sales class of §250,000 to
^500,000 — 3*5 percent in 1957* The lowest loss ~ .5 of on© percent was
experienced by stores with sales of y20,000,000 or over. By regions the
highest losses were reported by the East South Central (2.6$) and the South
Atlantic areas (l*5,cl)» The highest open credit loss was reported by the
latter region*
Jewelry Stores
Jewelry stores averaged for Installment sales 36»9 percent of total
sales in 1937, The highest proportion being in the stores with the sales
class of ;,;2S0,Q00 to $500,000 was 47 percent* Average monthly collections
was 14.1 percent in 1937. Bad debt losses from open credit sa3.es were .3
of one percent in 1937 and .5 of one percent in 1936 while the percentage
of total sales made on. open credit was 39»7 percent in 1957 and-40»6 percent
in 19S6. The bad debt losses from Installment sales as reported were four
30
percent in 1937 and 4.3 percent in 1936. There was little relationship
between the losses and the size of store*
TABLE IY
PERCENTAGES 0? INSTALLMENT SALES TO TOTAL SALES, OF MONTHLY












































Source; Retail Credit Survey for 1957, IT. S. Bept. cf Commerce.
MenfB Clothing Stores
In men's clothing stores installment sales are very small compared with
total sales and with installment sales in other lines. In 1937 the percent
ages of cash, open account and installment sales were 41.8 percent, 52.1
percent and 6.1 percent, respectively. There were -variations according to
regions of installment sales ranging from 1.4 percent in the East South
Central area to 14.6 percent in lew England in 1937« The average monthly
collections were 36 percent of total installment sales in 1936 and 57*3
percent in 1957* Bad debt losses froia open credit sales were «7 of one
31
percent In 1956 and »6 of one percent In 1957« On Installment accounts
the losses ¥#ere 2.1 percent of installment credit sales for 1936 end 2«3
percent for 1937e^ The losses are not so easily explained because of the
number of factors entering into the determination of losses. One factor
is that stores selling clothes on the installment plan usually raise prices
and carrying charges in order to cover most losses*
In the ease of vsomen's specialty stores the percentages of cash sales,
open account and installment are 30 «4 percent, 68»5 percent and 1«1 percent,
respectively* Bad debt loss--, of open credit v&s «5 of one pereent and
for installment ered.its «7 of one percent in 1937•
Other Retail Outlets
There are many direct sellers of goods that are sold on the installment
plan* In the early history of installment selling peddlers went from door
to door selling their wares. They usually made their own terns and sold
most generally among the poor and ignorant* Much trickery and deception vas
practiced by these early peddlers* In recent years retail stores have em
ployed direct salesmen** to go from door to door to stimulate sales "by this
plan* Such articles as electric refrigerators and other household equipment
are sold in this manner®
The percentage of losses of clothes from bad debts report alcove is not
in agreement with other studies. One study reveals a loss from the sale of
clothes as high as 25% of total installment salese (See page 74)'
2
Hystrom, op, cit*. p« 620.
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Installment Collection Percentages
Installment collection percentages are influenced by several factors»
One factor is the length of periods. If the terms are adjusted to liquidate
the debt in 36 or 48 months, the percentage of collection per month of total
installment sales may "be much smaller than if the terms ran for three to
six months* Again the increase of the down payment id 11 tend to raise the
percentage of collection. Besidea, when installment sales are increased
considerably at any one time the colleotion percentage per month will decrease.
On the other hand if a large number of debts are liquidated at any one period
the collection ratio will rise. The rate of installment collection -varies
according to the line of business. In the ease of clothing it -was 3?«3
percent a month while furniture stores had a percentage of 10.4 percent and
household appliance stores had a percentage of eight percent*
Trends
There can be no doubt of the extensive use of the installment plan for
most durable consumer goods. Such general use suggests that it is an estab
lished part of our commercial system.. Moreover, there has been a general
uptard trend since 1933* Not only have stores commonly selling on the in
stallment plan increased their sales but other stores have adopted the plan.
Further, the plan has been applied to goods that had not previously been sold
in this manner. In 1936 there ?as an increase of installment sales over the
preceding year of almost 35 percent. 1037 experienced a slight increase of
about four percent over 1956. There are -various reasons ad-vanoed for this
trend. More liberal terms in the form of smaller down payments, smaller
carrying charges and a longer time to pay have had important influences.
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F«rthers terms have been arranged to meet the needs of fanners whose income
is seasonal in nature*
The introduction of the idea of budgeted income by many department
stores has had effects on the increase in installment buying* Grimes says:
Sound buying^ based on the theory of a budgeted income —•
purchases with the least strain on finances — to provide for
the acquisition ©f these useful as well as pleasurable things,
has had a strong appeal to many thousands of families, and
experience has shown that in trying to satisfy these natural
desires the extension of installment credit has not been abused.1
Another comment is made of this trend* It follows:
The new flood of installment buying has com.© upon us because
(l) iteierican people have lived thinly -in the past seven years and
are merchandise huxigry and pleasure and. luxury hungry, (2) new
attractive goods are being offered, (3) the installment plan has
been shorn of some of its more obvious greed and excess cost, and
(4) it has been applied to many more articles and in new -mays such
as the four-payment or ten-payment plan of department storese^
There are trends toward "greater control by government, greater influ
ence by installment selling upon the traditional regular charge business
largely through the three-payment and budget account plans".5 Articles of
comparatively small value are sold on the installment plan by combining
several in one sale so that the transaction will be profitable without the
requirement of exceptionally high carrying charges* Some authorities think
that §25« should be the minimum value of a sale.4" Some retailers go below
this minimum, however.
Grimes, ¥• H*, Distribution and the Finance Company* Harvard Business
.Review, (1940), vol. 18, p. 204. ——.————
^Morris, A. J* and Roycanes C« F., ££«__£it»# P* 114•
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The sale of durable eonsmer goods las 'been greatly extended sin.ee
1920 as a result of the extensive use by retailers and consumer buyers of
the installment plan of selling. Competition among sellers, excess capacity
of plants, rise in the real wage of workers, and persuasive advertising are
some of the important factors causing its spread* Members ©f all the income
groups, except those of the very rieh, make use of the convenience of the
plaa to some extent* The retail outlets of these durable consumer goods are
automobile dealers, furniture stores, household appliance stores, electrical
appliance stores, department stores, jewelry stores, and clothing stores.
They reach these outlets from the manufacturer either directly or by way of
wholesalers, brokers, and/or jobbers. The proportion of installment sales to
total sales as shown in the tables above is very large for most articles.
In the ease of clothing, however, the proportion is very small. The propor«
tions -vary according to the total sales of the retailers as well as according
to the commodity or type of store. Losses from bad debts vary according to
the size of the store. As a rule, with some exceptions, the stores having
the smallest total annual sales experienced the highest percentage of losses.
CHAPTER IV
FIMITCIKG GOODS SOU) 01 THE
The Finance Company And Its Functions
The most common method of financing the sale of goods sold on install
ments is "by the finance company. One of the reasons -why banks do not handle
much installment credit is found in the factors entering Into the cost of
such business* In the first place the credit standing of the prospective
borrower must be investigated. This investigation is usually more expensive
in the case of Individual consumers than it is in the ea.se of business men.
Secondly, the loan is much smaller. In the third place* the expenses of
collecting and of "bookkeeping in proportion to the size of the loan made the
transaction unprofitable for a bank. Finally, the length of time that the
loan runs is longer than the ordinary commercial loan of a hank.
The finance companies are specials zed agencies to meet just those
problem s._ They were just setting started when, the automobile industry was
in its infancy. Today there are numerous such companies throughout the
nation. Probably the largest such organization is the one set up by General
Motors Corporation to finance the sale of automobiles and other products
of that company. Several large companies have branches in many parts of the
country. The success of the large companies in the 1920»s was one of the
main causes for the organization of many new and smaller firms. Competition
became keen and in an effort to get business these newer companies offered
more liberal terms. The clown payment was lov/ered and the amount payable at
each period was smaller making the loan run for a longer period of time.
In order to induce retailers to discount their paper with them, many of the
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newcomers introduced the non-recourse plan whereby the retailer or dealer
■was not held financially liable in case of default of payment by the
customer* The older companies were forced to meet this competition in
some measure. This new trend made risk much greater than before and the
banks which, were responsible for part of the finance companies' resources
began to insist upon more conservative terras*^
As was stated above the manufacturers demand cash for their products as
a rule. The reasons for this, in the case of the automobile, grew out of
several feetors«
Partly because of the unfortunate experience of investors in.
the bicycle industry, banks were naturally reluctant to extend
credit to tbir new industry which seemed to be taking its place *.«
The automobile manufacturers of early days were little more than
mechanics with small capital engaged in assembling parts produced
by other companies* With their small capital, and weak credit
standing they were in no position to extend credit to their dealer®
In the third place, Manufacturers were reluctant tc extend credit,
even when they could have done) so, to dealers who had not establish
ed their own credit *2
Because of the insistance upon cash payment and because, in ir&ny
instances, the resources of the dealer are very limited, the finance company
often is not only the go-between of the dealer and the customer but also is
the go-between of the dealer and the manufacturer. The procedure is as
follows:
Y.'hen a shipment ©f automobiles arrived for a dealer he was
notified by the correspondent of the manufacturer's bank in
his city that bills of lading were available upon payment of
the sight draft attached. If a dealer lisas unable to finance the
shipment from his own capital, he went to an automobile finance
Seligman, op. cit., no. 48-53.
9
"'Case Htudies in Business, ^krvard Bus3£2?sReview, (1928-29), vol. 7,
pp. 357-358.
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company and notified it of the wlue of the shipment. The
latter then drew a check payable to the bank involved for
30 percent, to 100 percent of the face value of the draft and
the dealer supplied any balance required; paying the draft,
the finance company obtained the bills of lading for the ship
ment «^
In such transactions the finance company had title to the goods and
could keep them until they were paid for. Yet the very situation of the
dealer that calls for the assistance of the finance company wakes it
obvious that the dealer cannot pay or make arrangements to pay until he
has sold the cars* The problem then arises; how can the dealer be allowed
to keep possession of the cars and yet provide the finance company with
sufficient security for the loan it has made to the dealer? This is accom
plished by use of one of the five instruments: (1) the warehouse receipt,
(2) chattel mortgage, (3) the conditional sales contract* (4) consignment
sales, or (5) the trust receipt. For this serv5.ee to dealers in adwneing
the money to pay the manufacturer the finance company makes very little
money*^ The profit comes when the goods are sold to the customer on the
installment plan by the retail dealer and the paper is bought at a discount
by the finance company.
It should be pointed out that 80 percent of the wholesale price which
the dealer gets from the finance company to pay the manufacturer is different
in amount from the amount of the note discounted from the retail price* The
amount of the note is the net balance after the down payment las been made
by the cons toner buyer* It is what is discounted. However, in financing
Case Studies in Business, op_i_oit., pp. 358-359, (1928-29).
Grimes, op*£it.* p. 204.
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the movement of the product from the manufacturer to the dealer and from
the dealer to final payment by the consumer buyer, the finance company does
not pay out money twice* The settlement is made on. the net amounts
Credit Aspect
In order that the.processes related above may be carried out success
fully and profitably, an important preliminary step is investigating the
credit standing of a potential buyer. This is a necessary function in all
cases. To minimize the risk as much as possible, it is advisable to knoir
how well the prospective buyer measures up to the three Cfs of character,
capacity and collateral* The product itself provides the collateral in
most cases. Attention then is centered on the person's integrity, reputa
tion, debts, expenses, and income. Sometimes the retailer makes the inves
tigation j sometimes the finance company does it; and in still other cases
both, do it*
The average installment note runs longer than the average commercial
loan. For this reason many claim that installment paper is less liquid than
the ordinary connercial paper and that banks which discount such paper from
stores selling on the installment plan should require in such stores a high
degree of quick assets to the amount of the loan as compared with stores that
don't sell on the installment plan. Bradford says:
The current ratio of quick assets over current liabilities is
important in granting credit. This ratio should be high enough to
insure the payment of the borrower's liabilities, including his
debt to the bank-, as they come due. "From this standpoint", it is
clear that an installment furniture house, whose receivables are
payable in installments ry.nrd.ng over a period of many months and
whose turnover of merchandise inventory is relatively slow, must
have a large amount of quick assets in proportion to current
liabilities to provide a sufficient income of cash to take care of
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current maturities among the liabilities* That is to say, the
installment house would have to 'nave a relatively high current
ratio."1
This high ratio means, of course, that the installment house must have a
larger capital outlay than say a firm doing cash "business would need In
order to get bank credit.
Selipan gives a long-run ansurer to this direct situation, suggesting
that banks may improve their skill in granting such loans t© maintain the
liquidity of such stores. He says*
Bank technique Includes a number of practices • •• One part
of the technique comprises provisions designed to arrange the
maturing of obligations in such a way that, on any given day pay
ments bo be made by the bank should, as nearly as possible,
balance the total amount of drafts likely to be presented •••
If we recall the fact that a large part of the transactions
are consummated through the use of check and bank notes, i.e.,
of put-chasing power created by banks, it Is clear that banks can
secure, by skillful extension of credit, not only the jmrket-
ability of the borrowers1 goods, but also such a spread between
costs and prices as to Insure to the borrowers an adequate profit.
Liquidity depends upon maintenance of certain relations between
prices, which are themselves affected by the persistence of certain
forms of effective demand on the part: of consumers and by their
relations upon producers.
So far the banks have as a general thing discounted installment paper
in very large amounts. The fact that finance companies handle probably 60
percent of Installment paper is proof that banks are not leading the v»ay«
In 1929 ninety-one finance companies aid a volume of business amounting to
•'•Bradford, F. A., Money and Banking Ifew York, Longmans Green Co«s




y2,500t000,000 and received a profit amounting to 1.23 percent of the
total volume»~ The number of such companies has increased rapidly thus
swelling the field. Some companies deal exclusively with the purchase of
automobile paper* Others deal in all types of paper except those of
automobile. Still others deal in both.
"..lien dealers cannot get credit from banks to finance installment sales,
the finance companies are in effect intermediaries between the banks and
the retailers. The finance company, however, Is not a bank for it does not
depend upon deposits for Its resources. It performs other functions similar
to those of a bank, nevertheless. It is an institution dealing in credit
just as is the bank* It gets its capital for first organization in the sane
way that the bank does by selling shares of stock. However, like the bank,
its capital alone is not large enough to finance all the paper required.
It, therefore, borrows money from the bank with its receivables as seeurity«
Banks usually loan to the companies in proportion to the latters1 capital.
"In the case of the best and largest companies, the amount of credit is apt
to r'Jsa in the proportion of .£5.00 of credit to £1.00 of capital.1^ The
banks, thus, have an important influence on such companies and of course
indirectly on the dealers and retailers. In eases where the banks don't
loan the finance corapanies sufficient funds they 'nay get the additional
amount needed from a bonding house. Again, says Seligmans"
Froman, L, A., Cost of Installment Buying, Harvard Business Review,




The third and most common method of borrowing is that of
borrowing on collateral trust notes. The essence of this trans
action is the creation of a trust agreement between the borroisrer
and the bank or the trust company ... In the case of the finance
company what Is deposited with the trustees consists of various
kinds of reoeivabl.es. In the ease of the automobile finance com
panies these receivables are the notes of the purchasers on install
ment .»* The oollateral -trust notes issued on the basis of these
deposits are generally found in multiples of $500, and run for six
months or less*
Kneouraged "by their success in securing credit for the collateral
trust notes, not a few companies have found it practicable to issue
on the same or similar collateral paper of longer maturity, running
for a year or two or for several years .,. This latest and most
interesting development in the field of automobile finance consists
in the announced formation, of a nation wide reserve system — the
American Rediscount Corporation in 1926. The purpose of this cor
poration is to perform for the finance companies the same service
that is afforded to the ordinary banks by the Federal Reserve System.
Other Methods
As was inferred above finance companies are not the only means of financ
ing installment sales. Banks discount some paper as a part of their policy
but they do not go into the field, on an extensive basis. Retailers bhat
have large capital do their own financing in some instances* Apsin personal
finance companies and industrial banks are beginning to enter the field.
Says leifeld;1
Personal finance companies are beginning to experiment with the
buying of finance paper on the lower economic fringes, and industrial
banks are expanding in both directions. If with these developments
come changes by which the advantages of the financial pyramid and the
aecesa to free or no cost funds are made available to*all, to that
extent the distinction between them will be broken down, and the
rate ©f charges will be narrowed*
Neifeld, K. R., What Consumer Credit Is, Annals of American
(Maroh 1938), vol. 196, p. 72, ~~ ~ L
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Another method of financing goods ordinarily sold on the installment
plan is worth mentioning* However, it does not fall within the scope of
the definition of installment credit stated in the introduction* It follows:
In a few instances retail stores have made arrangements -frith
Morris Plan Banks for customers to borrow money with which to
purchase merchandise ordinarily sold elsewhere on the installment
plan. Customers who use this method secure their merchandise at
regular cash priees and then make their payments with interest to
the Morris Plan Bank* To facilitate this method of operation, a
branch bank of the Morris Plan has, in the ease of at least one
big department store, been established within the store, namely,
Growley-lilner Company of Detroit,^
The Elsctric Home And Farm Authority2
The Electric Home and Farm Authority is a government agency performing
similar services to those of finance companies, its activities are national
in scope although it was first organized for the purpose of selling and
financing the sales of electrical appliances to people in the areas served.
by the Tennessee Valley Authority*
One procedure in selling such woods is to come to some agreement with
the public utilities in the various areas as to rates and fees and then have
the utilities collect the installments from the buyers* The electrical
equipment is financed by the Authority and the payments are usually nsade by
the customers as they pay their monthly bills for electric power. In other
eases the Authority makes agreements directly with distributors of such
^Nystrom, P. II., Koojaojtai£S_of^&£ketin^jL RetailStore ®
(lew Tor1c), p. 619# ~ " —_
2
Hart, S. K«, Government Agencies of Credit, Annals of American
(March 1938), vol. 196, pp. 162-175, ————————
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apparatus whereby it pays the dealer the cash selling price minus the down
payment. The utilities as "before collect the monthly payments with the
monthly electric power bills. In ease the purchaser defaults, the dis
tributor repurchases the contract from the Authority for the balance due
less the unearned discount.
The Authority has outlined its own terms. In the sale of appliances
to consumer, the minimum unpaid balance after down payment has been made
must be §40. The minimum down payment is five percent for some goods and
ten percent for others* The maximum term for some goods (flashing machines,
vacuum cleaners and radios) is 24 months and for others it is 56 months.
By certain combinations of purchases the terms oan be made to run 48 months,
Schraalz, writing in the Harvard Business Review, criticised these liberal
terms stating that by setting the pace of corapetition they caused the risks
of loss to be greater. The effective rate charged is 9.72 percent and for
the period between August 1, 1935, and June 30, 1.937, the Authority had a
loss of §2,275.
Hart claims that the rate charged by the Authority does not appear to
be much lower than that charged by private companies in the field and it,
therefore, does not offer any serious competition with private sellers in
this field on the basis of r^
Sehmal^, 0, ••>!,, ^^^^J^J^^^-^Bej^SellJ^^^QAed'i, Ifarvard Business





Installment credit Is financed by finance companies, commercial banks,
retailers, and Industrial banks. Host of the financing Is done by finance
companies. Installment financing requires a special technique and involves
more expense than ordinary commercial financing. As a result banks have
been reluctant to enter the field. The loan is much snailer than ordinary
commercial loans. Manufacturers generally demand cash for the sale of their
goods to retailers. Retailers stock up with a limited supply of goods and,
as they raak© sales on the installment plan, they discount the paper with the
finance company. The money received from the discounted paper is used very
largely to replenish the stock. Sometimes the finance company acts as a
direct Intermediary between the manufacturer and the retailer when the latter
does not have sufficient capital with which to pay the manufacturer for the
products. Two of the functions performed by the finance company are Investi
gation of the credit standing of the potential borrower and collection.
Sometimes the retailer agrees to do both. The finance company gets its
capital by the sale of stocks, from bond house, the bank, and ssale of paper
in the open market. Vfhat is true of the activities of the finance companies
in financing installment credit is more or less true of commercial banks,
Industrial banks, and retailers.
In the financing of electric appliances the Electric Hone and "Mrm.
Authority has recently entered the field. Its rates and terms may be used
as a yardstick. The minimum purchase must be |40, down payment fron five
percent to ten percent of the amount purchased. The length of the period
ranges from 24 months to 48 months and the effective rate Is 9«72 percent*
GHAPTiR Y
LEGAL ASPECTS
It -was stated in the definition of installment plan that the seller
usually retains title to the goods until final payment had been made*
Tlfaen the consumer buyer defaults things begin to happen. The "buyer and
the seller then come face to feoe with the laws governing the sale of
goods on, the installment-plan. The question of repossession then arises
and the problem of takirig back the furniture or other goods must "be met*
If the buyer should resist the efforts of the seller to repossess the
goods, may the seller enter the home by force?
Only for a "bottle of booze can the sanctity of a man's home
b© violated in this country. If he doesn't pay for his furni
ture, a wit must be obtained from the courts and a sheriff's
officer hired before it can be confiscated. Ignorant of this
fact many people who can not meet their terms let their furni
ture be taken without a writ or a murmur»^
laws and methods of sal© vary very widely frora state to state, from
city to city and from business to business* The types of contracts and
the methods of enforcement vary widely. Court decisions vary from state
to state so that the common law governing such sales is far from uniform.
Summary ©f State laws2
Conditional Sales
IVhenever goods are sold on the installment plan and the buyer signs
" Conants I,., Borax House, itee^ioanj-£rou£y_, (June 1929), vol. 17, p. 174.
2
'This section on state laws is taken exclusively from Griffin, Bryant W«,
and Green, H. C, 3^ns_tal_lEent Credits and Collections, lew York, Prentice-
Ball, 1936, pp. 213-220. ~"~ •-—---——
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a contract whereby he agrees for the seller to retain title to the goods
the transaction, is usually known as a conditional sale® Such a contract
will b© enforced In all states» The seller nay under the agreement take
possession of the property in case of defau.lt of payment by the buyer.
In the transaction, however, the buyer takes possession of the property
"hat the title remains frith the seller until the full pureha.se price is
paid and whatever other terms agreed upon in the contract are met.
This contract gives the seller prior claims against the buyer for
satisfactory settlement of the amount due him* Originally other creditors
are the buyers not knowing that he did not have title to the property in
his possession considered such a transaction as unfair to them. As a
result of this complaint, laws have been passed in most states requiring
the filing of such contracts on the public records so that any would-be
creditor to the buyer will know whether he has the title to the goods in.
his possession. In some states a conditional sale is regarded as a
chattel mortgage. This makes the laws governing chattel mortgages appli
cable to such sales*
Exemptions
Ksny states exempt certain classes of property from the conditions of
sales agreements as a rroans of keeping the* head of a family from losing
everything he has* The property that may not "be taken from him includes
certain household furniture and land and building. To claim exemption one
oust be living on his homestead in the case of land and. building. The
claim must be placed on the public record. By us© of special clauses in
contracts to the effect that the party to the agreement iwaives his right
of exemption, this law is circumvented. Some states will recognize the
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clause while others will not* However, a person cannot claim exemption
rights for property that he is buying on the Installment plan under the
terms of the agreement* Exemption privileges apply only to articles of
household furniture thai are already paid for.
Election Of Remedies
In the case of default in payment the seller has more than one method
to use in protecting himself from loss. 3e may as a rule take possession
of the property anti keep the payments already made and declare there for
feited or as rentals for the use of the property. Again h© -nay "bring
suit against the tmyer for the price. In the case of a suit the seller
often loses title to the goods and if he does not collect judgment he
loses the property. However, there are disagreements as to this point*
In some states laws are passed requiring that there be a resale of the
property so that the buyer nay get his equity out of it if there is euough
left.
Foreclosure
In the case of chattel mortgage or other mortgage the procedure for
repossession for defewlt is that of foreclosure* In such cases the port-
gagee may take possession of the property, sell it and sue the mortgagor
for the remainder of the del>t if the sale did not br5ng enough to jay the
amount that he owed. On the other hand if the sal© of the property brings
more than the amount of the debt, lie must, turn over the surplus to the
mortgagor * No court procedure is necessary. The property inay be sold at
public or private sale and in the case of public sale the party leaking the
.foreclosure nay be one of the bidders* In case the mortgagee bids in the
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property at a price less than the amount due him, he ray take deficient
proceedings against the mortgagor for the balance. In the case of chattel
mortgage if the sale is not conducted properly and it does not bring a
high enough pri ce the nortgagor nay bring suit for damage against the
mortgagee. He has the right to redeem the property until it 1ms been
properly sold.
UnifoiTi Conditional Sales Act
The uniform conditional sales act has "been adopted in Arizona, Alaska,
Delaware, Indiana, IJew Jersey, Hew York, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Vest
Virginia and Wisconsin*
The act provides that
to sue for part or all of the price is not a waiver of title, and,
if the property is resold and not a sufficient amount is realized
to pay the debts the seller may recover a deficiency- judgment®
If the seller elects to retake the property, lie may elect to give
notice by registered mail to the buyer, and this notice must be
given not more than forty days nor less than twenty days before
the property is taken. If the buyer does not pay by the day set
for retaking, he forfeits his rights to obtain possession of the
property, but he does not. forfeit all the payments that have been
p>ade. If one-half of the total price has been paid, the property
must be sold at public auction within thirty days .from the time
that the seller takes possession. If less than one-half of the
total price lias been paid, the seller is not required to dispose
of the property at public auction unless he is requested in writing
to do so by the buyer within ten days after retaking. If the seller
does not give notice of intention, to retake, he may retake immedi
ately but must then hold the goods for ten days, during which the
buyer may redeem them by paying the balance due and the expense of
retaking ..» Serving notice to retake merely affects the right to
redemption by the buyer> With notice, the right to redeem is cut





Having seem in. a general way the state laws governing contracts it
is of interest to look a little more closely at contracts there-selves.
Contracts vary widely as to types and as to terms of agreement. The non-
legal "buyer has a serious problem ■understanding them and sellers apparently
are not too anxious for them, to become very enlightened about theme
One type of contract is the add-on or open-end contract* From it
many abuses arise«
A buyers for example, agrees to liquidate an installment
balance of £100,00 on dining room furniture in ten monthly
installments. After nine payments have been made, with a ten
dollar balance due in one month, the "buyer purchases a living
room couch with a down payment plus an installment contract
for fifty dollars* The add-on contract aakes the merchandise
security of the second sale "both the original dining room furni
ture and the living room couch* It is possible for this process
to continue indefinitely with no single pieee of furniture
legally owned by the buyer until the last piece is entirely
paid for.*
.toother type of contract which is the source of much abuse is the lease
or rental contracts Under the terms of this agreement the buyer's payments
for goods so bought are considered rentals. This type of contract is used
quite frequently "by furniture stores* In case of default and the goods are
repossessed the buyer has absolutely no equity and cannot institute court
proceedings.
A third type of contract is the closed-end agreement. Under its terns
no floods may be added to the original purchase and no attachment can "be
nade thereto. There must be a second contract for a second purchase.
Baring, Albert, Installment Selling of Durable Consumers1 Goods,
()x» PP* 278-2?9> (1937).
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Contracts have several parts such
as a personal statement to obtain credit, a, conditional sales or
chattel K-ortftige agreement, a note with power of attorney to con
fess iudsment, and sometir.es an assignment of usages .»* The power
of attorney to confess judgment means that at any time during the
life of the note, upon default, the holder may go to any court of
reeords and without notice to the "buyer, or trial, or doing any
thing more than filing some papers, obtain a judgment for the
amount due on the note. The holder can garnishes the man's bank
account, levy on and sell his household furniture, and in. a great
many other ways make him lament the day that he v&s ever enticed
into the spider's web of easy payments*^
Another clause is the vage assignment. Under it the seller say demand the
salary of the buyer from hiss employer for payment of the goods*
The abuses have caused one writer to remark:
The average American buyer wants a standard contract which,
without reading, he can feel sure will protect his interests
fairly* In many cases, particularly in the field of fire and
life insurance, he lias obtained such protection*^
It was stated in the above paragraph that the ordinary contract has
several parts. The two main parts are the personal statement to obtain
credit or more conmonly called the promissory note and the conditional
sales or chattel rnortfajje agreement. These two parts or instruments are
kept
distinct because- the introduction, of the terms of the contract
into the note would jeopardize its compliance with the require
ments as to the form of negotiable instruments, contained in the
Uniform Negotiable Instrument Law, in force in every state#°
V(Mtaker, If., Finance Company Racket, American Mercury, (august 1951),
3 ———
g, Albert, O£i__£i£»j P« 280.
e Mechanics of
s, (1935), vol. 2$ p. 223.
3
Adelson, M. Vr., Th the Installment Credit Sale, law.
jJl )
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The promissory note contains the propd.se of the buyer to pay to the seller
or second party the unpaid balance of the purchase price of the article
plus the oarrying charge*
In order that the rights of the seller nay "be protected there are pro
visions for the enforcement of the agreement. In the first place, when the
buyer defaults or any Installment the whole sin that is owed becorns due and
payable immediately. In the contract also are clauses which cover almost
every act of the buyer which might lead to default and cause loss to the
seller. There are other provisions such as attorney's fees9 the retention
of title to the article sold and in the case of an automobile,, limitations
on the use of the car (illegal operations, taxicab, etc.), sale and encum
brance of the ear and provision for insurance.
It is estimated that from 950 to 980 out of 1,000 buyers will complete
the transaction*1 However, when a buyer defaults the finance company will
act to repossess or adjust the problem in other mays within thirty days.
Often repossession takes place without legal procedure.
In case of furniture or domestic appliances, a couple of husky
movers will be sent after the property,"and seldom .fail to return"
with it. The license to enter upon the premises is generally con
sidered irrevocable,, and in exercising it the vendor^ay exercise
such force as nay be necessary. But in case of resistance, the
finance company must, at its peril, stop at the precise point where
sufficient force ends and excessive force begins'.2
If repossession fails because of resistance or other reasons the vender must
use eoiirt procedure*
1IMxl., p. 226®
Adelson, op^elt*, p» 226®
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Legal Relationships Of Dealers And Finance Companies
Installment Con.trs.ct
After the installment contract has been signed by the buyer and seller
and other problems settled the seller, to keep his enterprise sol"vent, usu
ally discounts the paper with the finance company* One type of agreement
that the finance company may make with buyer before it discounts the paper
is knovm as the recourse plane Under the terras of this agreement the dealer
endorses the promissory note part of the "buyer's contract and in other ways
makes himself liable to the finance company in case the buyer defaults on the
balance due. In the cs.se of automobile financing this plan is seldom used
although some authorities on marketing advocate the use of this plan by all
retailers.-^ But for most household furnishings the plan is in general use.
The second plan, is the non-recourse plan. In this the dealer endorses
the papers of the purchaser for the finance company but without making Ms-
self liable in the event that the consumer buyer defaults on his payments.
As a result of this agreement finance companies accept only the highest class
of papers® Besides, it makes an independent investigation of the credit
standing of the purchaser necessary '.-o see if it is as represented by the f*
retailer* In the case of non-recourse paper the dealer agrees to be liable
in case the property is encumbered in any way at the time of the sale or if
lie knew that the purchaser misrepresented himself in statements on the con
tract. In any event the finance company finds itself faced with the problem
of disposing of repossessed goods when the buyer fails to meet Ms payments.
'Ilaring, Albert, op. cit., pe 281,
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The problem of disposing of the repossessed property Is solved "by
viay of the repurchase plan. In it the dealer agrees to repurchase the
goods in ca.se of repossession* This is an agreement in addition to the
non-recourse plan® In the case of recourse paper the repurchase agreement
Is nade by the provision that the dealer Is not liable unless the goods are
returned. All cases of non-recourse, however, do not carry with then an
agreement to repurchase®
Other Legal Agreements Between Dealer And Finance Company^-
Sometimes the finance company advanoes funds to the dealer for the
purchase of automobiles from the manufacturer. When the cars are so
financed, arrangements are made whereby the finance company has sufficient
security to guarantee payment or satisfactory settlement from the dealer.
One method Is the chattel mortgage on the ears an.d another is the conditional
sales arrangement. These two methods were discussed above and they are ap
plicable to the dealer as well as to the consumer buyer of floods on the
installment plan.
A third method is sales on consignment by which the oars went to the
dealer but the title remained, with the finance company# The terms of this
agreement were such that the dealer in effect became an agent of the finance
company and thus this agreement was not always satisfactory. The trust
receipt was in some respects similar to sales on consignment and thus was
not satisfactory.
Case Studies In Business, op* cit., pp. 359-560.
The fifth type of agreement Involved the use of the -warehouse receipt*
Under it the automobiles are shipped and placed in a bonded vjarehou.se,
Warehouse receipts are Issued to the finance company« The warehouse then
will not let any oars out except on the presentation, of a vctrehouse receipt •
Dealers as a rule have a few cars on display* When they a,re sold they dis
count the papers with the finance company thus getting money to get others
from the warehouse. Warehouse receipts are given to the dealer by the
finance company equal to the value of the paper cliscounted. This procedure
is often satisfactory«
Judicial Interpretation Of Usury
Often there are coi'rt contests between the purchaser and the finance
company on the grounds that the rates are usurious. The states, of course,
lave usury laws which give the■plaintiff grounds for court contests. The
finance company's defense in ir.ost instances is, according to ¥hitakers
That it is an innocent party, a bona fide purchaser for value,
and that in any event the merchant merely charged a ered.it price
higher than his cash sale price* The courts have commonly siistained
such pleas even though the ability of (the plaintiff) to figure out
the true meaning of such contracts was not up to par, especially
when, there is no mention of interft rt as snob, and payments were
divided into equal installments.
In other words finance companies in court defenses insist on their status
as merchants in the plea of "bona fide purchasers of value" and feel that
usury will not be pinned on a merchant. Foster quotes what he considers
is the pillar of defense of installment companies against prosecutions for
usurv. It follows:^
9
"Quoted by Foster, "Villiam T., Easy Payments, ^jj^JI^^^,
(19S4-), vol. 95, page 75, from Cyclopedia of _Igw_and '!^7oedwe7~voT7~3'9s p. 396
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It is manifest that any person, owning property nay soil it
at such price and on such terms as to time and mode of payment
as he may see fit and such a sale. If bona fide, cannot be
usurious, however unconscionable.
Proposals Of lew Legislation.
The disadvantages and the losses which buyers have suffered from many
policies and practices of installment sellers have brought about agitation
for new legislation* In the first place organisations are agitating for
the passage by the other 39 states of the Uniform Conditional Sales Act.
Another movement is the elimination of misleading statements.- Many bills
have been introduced in various state legislatures for that purpose. The
Federal Trade Oorrnission in 1936 accused several finance coEipanies of rr>is~
representing their terms by stating six percent when the rates were often twice
as much. The finance companies made a strong public denial but in the end
a group of such companies agreed to change the statement for one less mis
leading*
According to Schmala* the
typical objectives of actual or -proposed legislation ares (l)
to require that the elements comprising the tarrying charges
be particularized in the contract or when the terms are
announced; {?.) to specify a given fora of contract; (3) to
license sales finance companies; (4) to set up an agency for
receiving complaints of unlawful action by sellers or finance
companies; (5) to protect sellers against cale, destruction,
or concealment of goods pledged by customers; (6) to prohibit
dtmning by post card or collect telegrams; (7) to regulate
wage assignments; (8) to limit rates; (9) to prohibit the
acceptance of confessions of judgmentj (10) to prohibit add
ons; and (11} to regulate repossessions.
Schmalz, Co l»s op. cit., pp. 92-93.
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Summary
AH states have soi-ie form of conditional sales legislation. The
special requirements mry from state to state except for those states that
have enacted the Uniform Conditional Sales Act. In. all states the title
to the yoods remains with the seller until payment has been completed.
Some states construe a conditional sale to be a chattel mortgage and thus
make the lawn concerning chattel mortgage applicable to the transaction.
"any states exempt certain household articles (which have been paid for)
from conditional sales agreements. These exemptions are designed to prevent
heads of families from becr-ming destitute as a result of repossession in
case of default. These exemptions can be waived in the contracts in most
states. In adjusting the situation when default occurs, sellers may elect
to sue the buyer or repossess the product. If he elects to sue, he viavies '
Ms right to repossess. Some states .require in the; ease of repossession
that there he a resale of the product and if any amount in excess of vrtai
is due the seller is received, it should be returned to the buyer* Oh the
other hand, if there is a deficit the buyer must make it up* Chattel mort
gage works somewhat similar to that of conditional sale^.T-ie Uniform Condi
tional Sales Act has more elaborate protection for the buyer. In oaso of
default the buyer does not forfeit all the payments and the seller must give
notice of intention to repossess.
Contracts are of many kinds -such as open-end* lease and closed-end.
Sellers insert many powerful clauses such as potwr of attorney to confess
judgment and wage assignments.
The agreements between retailers and finance companies are known as
recourse, non-recourse, repurchase plan, sale on consignment, trust receipt
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and warehouse receipts®
The legal defense of finance companies against suits charging usury
is made on the "basis of their claim of being "bona fide purchaser of value".
They claim before the law that they are not lenders. Courts lave generally
sustained this plea*
The variations in the types and clauses of contracts within the limits
of the laws governing conditional sales and. chattel mortgages are very
important sources of differential gains for sellers* The judicial decisions
of covert contests over charges of usury give the advantage to the sellers.
Legal advice to sellers, therefore, is very profitable.
CIJAPf:'JR VI
THE ECONOMIC HATURE OF THK MRKET
Definition Of Market
From the functional point of view, the market pay be termed any con
dition in which demand and supply are interacting through price. This
condition is characteristic of all buying and selling and does not refer
to any particular place. 3y denand is meant the willingness of buyers
to purchase corasoclities at a pra.ce. The buyers may be individuals with
different incomes who purchase the products fco be used directly for the
satis.faction of their wants. They maybe institutions which use the prod-
cuts in a similar manner such as hospitals. They may be producers who pur
chase raw materials or partly finished products to be converted into
finished products* They may be wholesalers or retailers who purchase
finished products for resale to consumers*
The supply of commodities and services is usually understood as the
willingness of sellers to sell their goods and services at a priee. The
sellers rally be workers who sell their labor services to producers. They
may be producers of raw materials who sell to manufacturersj manufacturers
or farmers who sell to wholesalers and retailers; wholesalers who sell to
retailers or to large Institutions like scshools and hospitals; or retailers
who sell to ultimate consumers.
Tthen speaking of the mrVet for a particular product one can think of
this ir&rket as having a geographical significance® "clsaac ?ind Smith says
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The definition of a market for a particular commodity
must indicate the area xvithin which are operating trie forces
that directly affect the price and volume of trading.*
Thus we nay speak of the J\'ew York metropolitan *narket or Chicago market
for automobiles, mills, wheat or furniture,
JJarket may he defined in terms of the commodity. One may speak of the
automobile market. This market may "be subdivided into high-priced, medium-
priced and loir-priced automobile markets or still further into Fords,
Chevrolets, Dodges, Buicks or Packards. "There is ao such thing as a de-
raaitd for low-priced ears except as a composite of the demands for different
specific makes of low-priced cars.1*2 The same is true of furniture and
for many other commodities. There are markets for different styles, brands
and qualities of furniture. There are demands not so mush for.electrical
appliances in general as there are demands for General Electric or TJestinc-
house Electric appliances. People demand not radios in, general but Philoo
radios or RCA radios.
Therefore, as the seller can separate his particular brand or make of
a specific type of good or service from others of similar general class in
JH^J!!^4jl£-J^ JISIEE,* 'ne ean prevent buyer comparison:of desired attributes
of products and thus weaken competition between sellers* This is the
process of product differentiation. Likewise, goods may be differentiated
by variation in the kinds and/or extent of more or less separable services
that are rendered along with the goods sold. Further, the location of com
petitive sellers in relation to the various buyers gives rise to differentia
tion*
%clsaao, Archibald.M. and Smith, James. 3,, Introduction to Kconomic




However, there are important relations 'between the prices of Ford
cars and Chevrolet cars as well as between the different makes of other
similar commodities.
lYitMnbhe low prioe field the probability of shifting from
the purchase of on© make to the purchase of another oar in the
same class, or in a higher price class, is so great that the
demand, price, and volume of sales in each market are very
closely related to the conditions in another• 3-
In other words,, vjhile the differentiation process fosters an increase
in the strength of monopoly in the market for a given seller's product,
the degree of substitutability on the part of "buyers between brands tends
to weaken this monopolistic force and foster the approach toward conditions
of perfect competitiona
Durable consumer jjoods bought mainly on. the installmert plan offer an
example of a market for a complex good composed of many attributes, some
separable and some not* Which is peculiarly susceptible to differentiation
but likewise one in which substitution can be effectively carried out in
sofar as the desired attributes are known and cart be detested by the con
sumer buyer.
Supply Price
By supply price of a commodity is meant the price that is sufficient
to call forth that commodity in the amount necessary to meet the effective
demand for it. It must include profit to the entrepreneurs who had a part
in its production through the different stages, and profits to the trans
porters, wholesalers and retailers. It must cover wages ana salaries of
'llclsaac and Smith, op, cit., p« 37,
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all the workers engaged in Its production and distribution® Expenses of
raw materials and capita], equipment must be covered also* From the point
of view of getting the commodity to the ultimate consumer from its crudest
stage we have manufacturer's price, wholesaler's prie.e and retailer's price<
The prioe which the ultima"he consumer pays is the retai 1 price and it
covers all the expenses incurred in getting the commodity to the consumer.
These prices, at different stages in the; marketing process,,
are related to each other vertically* Indeed,it is through
this vertical structure of markets and prices that the demands
of consumers and the activities of producers are related to each
other el-
Mot only are prices different for different stages in the marketing
process but retail prices for a given commodity vary among retailers. Be
cause of differences in distance of retailers from, manufacturers or whole
salers, retail prices reflect such, differences in transportation costs.
Transportation costs -vary according to the type of transportation® Hater
transportation is less costly than railroad transportation. Freight is
cheaper than express® Prices differ within the same locality for a com
modity according to size of the store, services rendered "by or prestige of
the merchant *
Perfect Competition In The Market
The activities of buyers and sellers in the market are usually charac
terized by .economists as competitive activities* In an effort to got com
modities to be used in the satisfaction of their wants, consumer buyers are
assumed to compete with each other. This competition on the part of buyers
Tvlclsaac and Smith, op. cit., p* 39.
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tends to raise the price of the goods. The sellers, on the other hand,
are assumed to compete with each other for the patronage of consumer buyers®
This competition on the part of sellers tends to lower the price of the
oorrsiodity. The forces tending to raise prices and the forces tending to
loxver prices are neutralized at a point which is called the equilibrium
point or price. At this point or price till the units of the commodity that
are offered by the sellers are taken by the buyers.
To have perfect competition in the market so that this equilibrium
price will be reached the following conditions must exist. The commodity
whether it be credit or a material good must be strictly uniform and recog
nized as such by both buyers and sellers* There must be a large number of
independent buyers and independent sellers who are motivated by their own
desires for satisfaction or profit. There mus-t be perfect knowledge on the
part of buyers and sellers of the various prices for which the commodity is
offered or bid. There must be perfect freedom of movement of the buyers and
sellers to the place where the price ia roost favorable® Price must be the
only inducement for buyers or sellers to act. Under such conditions no
buyer or seller can by his independent action influence price.^ If these
conditions govern the actions o'' buyers and sellers in the market, the
effective power of buyers arid sellers will be equal. Buyers would not
organize to take advantage of sellers and sellers would not organize to take
advantage of buyers. There isrould he no profit in doing so. There would be
no profit in attempting to persuade consumers to buy through advertising
'Yntema, T. A., The Farket for Consumer Credit,. Annals of Airier. Acad.,
(Sirch 1938), vol. 196, p. 79, and ifeade t. Hitch, op. "ctiT/™pnTT6T"lO37"
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for consumers would know the uses of the uniform commodity. In the case
of goods sold on the installment plan the prices of the physical good,
credit, insurance, delivery and installation would be separated so that
there would be a market for each of these commodities or items independent
in many respects of the market for the other®
Under conditions of |3e£feot_ competition a commodity may be defined as
a "group of products surrounded by a gap in the chain of possible substitutes."
For instance, we may speak of corn flakes in connection wibh other cooked
cereals such as wheat flakes and rice crispies, and also with cereals that
must be cooked, as a commodity. The knowledge of the prices of these sub
stitutes and the tendency to act on suoh knowledge tends to keep the price
of corn flakes dov/ru
Perfect competition is an ideal situation in, which equilibrium price is
set. It does not exist in the retail market for goods sold on the installment
plan. Its usefulness in this connection is in showing the contrasts from it
in the real world. In. the retail market for goods sold on the installment
plan imperfect competition exists since there are relatively few sellers and
nany "buyers. M individual seller can, by acting independently, influence
price* In perfect competition the individual seller regards the demand for
the output of his firm as perfectly elastic. That is, he assumes that all
he can produce will be sold at the market price. This is due to the fact
that the total output of his firm is so small in relation to the total out
put of the industry as to have only a negligible influence on the prevailing
Meyers, A. I.,, Elements of Kodern Economics, H. Y., Prentice-Hall. Inc.
1938, p* 60, —_______________ ,
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equilibrium price® If he doubled his output or tripled it, such action
■would have no influence on price. If the seller raised his price, he
would sell no units of his product because buyers would purchase, from ths
sellers who sold at the market price. On the other hand, since the seller
assumes that he can. sell his total output at the market price, there will
he no inducement for bin to cut his price below the market price or to
seel: an increase volume of saler; by the use of aggressive sealing methods
and persuasive advertisings
Isiper fe ofc Gonpelliaon
It was explained above ho?/ sellers or buyers are unable individually
to influence price under perfect competition. The perfect knowledge and
perfect mobility of buyers would prevent any price manipulation. Under
imperfect competition, the situation is different. As a rule there are
r&ny buyers and relatively few sellers. This is especially true in the
retail ir.ar'cet. Because the sellers are few in number one seller of a com
modity can by his Independent action influence price. This condition gives
rise to the struggle for the most, favorable trading position among sellers.
In defining an imperfect market, F.eade1says with reference to buyers
who are large in number:
An imperfect market for the industry!s product exists if for
one reason or another the customers do not consider the output
of each firm to be identical, but prefer the product of one"firm
to that of another, so that they will only change their custom
from one supplier to another if their preference is overcome by
a sufficiently large irargip, between the prices at which the two
suppliers are offering their products. But — and this is the
ibid., p. 165.
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point of vital importance — this "buyers' preference may be
of two kinds "irrational" and "rational". If it is irrational,
it is due to inertia or lack of knowledge on the part of con
sumers. Consumers may prefer A»s goods to B's goods mistakenly,
either simply because they are in the habit of buying A's goods
or because they think wrongly that A's goods are superior to
B's goods. If the buyers' preference is rational they prefer
A's goods to B's goods for good and rational reasons such as
differences in transport costs or in the qualities of the
pr oducts•
The existence of transportation costs, of differences in the quality
of products of firms of the same industry, and of ignorance and inertia on
the part of comsumers, when taken with the few sellers of the product,
makes possible a mde range of play for the prices of the commodity of the
industry. Sellers whose motive is maximum profits exploit this situation
to their advantage. Effort is made by sellers to tilt th© scale of bar
gaining power betwreen themselves and buyers as far as possible in their own
favor. They devise and employ methods to persuade the buyers to purchase
their commodity at their price. They seek out those things which most
buyers wish to believe and emphasise them in connection with their products.
They study what they call th© ''weaknesses in the prospects' armour" of
defense against being sold. They exploit the "buyers1 weaknesses to the
greatest advantage to the sellers themselves. Rival sellers of an industry
use every effort to differentiate their product in the minds of th© buyers.
They describe their produot by its brand name and not by its utilitarian
characteristic* They concentrate on a technique of giving a minimum of
information and a maximum of emotional appeal.
For the success of such a policy,, sellers rely first on advertisers
who have developed the art of giving and securing belief in a mass of mis
information along with a small amount of genuine information. Secondly,
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they rely on statisticians vfho tell them of the incomes and buying habits
of consumers and of the effectiveness of their sales campaign. Thirdly,
they rely on accountants who tell them of the cost conditions of their
firms and of their revenue.
Under these conditions the definition of a commodity takes a different
meaning from the on© defined in a perfectly competitive market. Of this
Meyers1 saysi
If the good is subject to product differentiation, wa raay
consider the combination of physical product and the services
that go Ydth it as constituting a "commodity** in the ndnd of
the buyer. Under these circumstances, the commodity would be
the physical product as packaged, advertised, serviced, and
sold by the individual dealer. In other words, the article as
sold by an individual seller would be a commodity, while the
same,or similar, article sold by a competitor would be a sub
stitute for the commodity.
Suoh a definition of a commodity suggests that each seller has a market
for his differentiated product, ibid as long as buyers can be persuaded to
believe that there are differences between the differentiated products
similar in general type and intrinsic attributes the markets will exist.
This situation gives rise to costs that are distinct from the costs that are
generally regarded as production costs. These costs are selling costs and
are defined as the wcosts neoessary to Jje££ua<|© & buyer to buy one product
rather tban another, or to buy froia one seller rather than another.'*2
In imperfect competition the sellers assume that he can influence price
by his individual actions. Therefore, he considers that his individual
XIMd., p. 59.
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demand ourve will nob "be perfectly elastic. The number of sellers rela
tively is so few that the change in output of any one will appreciably
affect th© price, since it will notably change the total supply available.
If the seller increased his output, the price at which he could sell his
product would be lowered. On the other hand, buyers do not have perfect
knowledge. Consumers are creatures of habit and reflect such in their
purchasing. They will buy on© and of a product in preference to another
simply because they have been accustomed to purchasing it» The other brand
may be equally as good or even better but th© consumer buyers will cling to
bhe former. It may be necessary for the seller of the second brand to lower
the price consideration to induce the consumer buyer to forego purchase of
the former brand and acquire the second brand. Ydhile consumer "buyers ar©
creatures of habits and tend to purchase a brand of product because of
seeming differences from other similar brands, they also have a tendency to
buy substitutes for a commodity. This tendency is evident in the purchase
of low price automobiles, electric refrigerators, furniture and other house
hold products. Things tending to limit substitutability are dislike of time
consuming shopping, penny-pinching frame of mind,1 conspicuous consumption
of a preferred brand,1 and the seeming differences between brands of com
modities, and the attachment to a particular seller. This attachment say
be due to the politeness of the seller, extra services or a combination of
the ttsro. These characteristics of consumer buyers make possible the success
of product differentiation.
is, Euby T., The Analysis of Demand,
vol. 54 (1939), p. 134.
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The Retail Market For Goods Sold On The Installment Plan
Thus far we have emphasized the eoonomio nature of the market in
general without reference to any partioular commodities. We are interested
in the retail market for goods sold on the installment plan. The consumers
who buy such goods pay for the physical product plus brand, credit, delivery,
assembly, installation, insurance, and terms. All of this is secured in one
transaction and usually without being itemized or priced separately to the
customer. Variation of any one by the seller can differentiate the coranodity
in the mind of the buyer. Therefore, we can say that the retail market for
goods sold on the installment plan is imperfect, Sueh commodities would be
defined as commodity is defined under conditions of imperfect competition.1
The selling technique of these durable consumer goods is based on th©
polioy of granting credit. In many instances the retailer grants the credit
to the buyer. In other instances the financing is done by special agencies
such as finance companies, commercial banks and industrial banks. In any
case, however, the retailer of the product is likely to be the agent or
intermediary for the consumer and the credit granting firm. The credit terns
then become a part of the single sales contract.
This credit vftiich vitally affects the sale of the commodity may be
differentiated in many ways. Its market my be stratified by the kind of
security offered.2 Of course the physical product is the security for the
debt in most instances but credit charges for automobiles are different from
Md,, p. 164.
2
Yntema, T. A., Th© Market for Consumer Credit, Ann. of Amer. Acad.
vol. 196, pp. 78-85, (March, 1938). __.-
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credit charges for furniture. Credit charges for electrical appliances
are different from credit charges for either automobiles or furniture.
The loan policy and procedure differ from seller to seller. Some tab©
only A-l risks others are less exacting. Some require that the buyer make
direct contact with the credit financing agency before the deal is closed
•while others take that responsibility on themselves. Collection policies
are differentiated from store to store. Some sellers insist upon prompt
payment on threat of repossession. Others are more liberal with buyers
who default. A fourth type of differentiation concerns the amount the
buyer will be allowed to purchase on the installment plan. Some buyers
are limited to only a few items while others nay get much more. Th© fifth
my that the oredit market is stratified is by the terms of payment. Som©
sellers require a large down payment and a substantial amount at each period
of payment. Others may require no down payment. On the other hand payments
may be weekly, bi-weekly or monthly. Sixth, the reputation of the lender
nay influence choice or the personal relations of the buyer with the seller
itsay be the deciding factor. Some buyers are flattered by the politeness
and hospitality of sellers.*
The buyer seems to prefer the convenience of getting the oredit with the
physical product rather than to shop for each separately. The combination of
the two complicates the problem of distinguishing between the prioe of the
product and the price of credit. Such factors as location of lender in
relation to borrov/er and ignorance of th© existence of other lending agencies
or the terras they offer complicate the problem further. Prices are more
nteraa, 2RlJ?VL*» PP* 8£-83«
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easily concealed under suoh conditions.
The charge for credit my take the form of a flat interest
rate on unpaid balances; a lump sum. finance or carrying charge|
a discount from the face of the note? an inadequate rebate; a
fees ••• or some combination of these, mien veteran credit men
are unable intelligently to compare suoh credit terms, it is
small wonder that the average borrower is hopelessly befuddled.I
Market stratification is so complicated that price competition is
severely restricted. The price structure is elaborately, and apparently
deliberately, camouflaged. Consumer buyers are severely hampered in
•shifting from one seller to another on the basis of rate changes. Consumer
preferences are kept irrational.
Yntema, op. cit., pp. 82-83.
CHAPTER VII
COSTS
The costs of consumer credit of the installment typ© are of many kinds.
Most of them are "borne in some form by the consumer. It is difficult to
separate the credit service from the article sold. Also credit charges
vary according to the type of commodity. There are prime or direct costs
which are incurred in the immediate act of granting credit. There are
operating or fixed costs which ar© necessary in the provision for eredit
services to consumers in the aggregate. There are unit oosts which are
determined by the oosts of unit per output. There are tvro classifications
of unit costs — average costs and marginal costs. The average cost is the
total cost divided by the number of units of output* The marginal cost is
the amount added to the total cost as a result of th© increase in output
by one unit of the produot. There are social costs which involve the
costs to society of th© installment plan of consumer credit as contrasted
with private costs.
Direct Costs
The prime costs of consumer oredit are those involved in the immediate
consummation of the transaction and other short run factors. One such cost
is that of the investigation of the reputation and credit standing of the
purchaser. This investigation may be done either by the retailer or the
specialized oredit agency, or in some cases of non-reoourse it may b© done
by both. Another is th© salary or commission of the salesman involved in
the transaction. Another is the cost of delivery in cases of commodities
requiring such. This necessitates immediate wear on the delivery vehicle,
that part of the wages of the workers involved in the task and gasoline and
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fuel expense. Another cost is the amount by which the note is discounted
in case the finance company or the "bank handles the credit transaction.
If the commodity has not been assembled and is not ready for delivery, the
cost of this work nay be considered prime cost, or the iraplioit cost of
credit.
Supplementary Or Overhead Costs
Prime costs are the short run aspects of costs. Supplementary or
overhead costs are long-run in nature and are not influential in the short-
run period. However, in the long-run all costs beoome prime costs. Such
costs include a long list of operations such as membership in a credit inves
tigating agency, losses from bad debts, repossessing, reconditioning and
selling articles, bookkeeping stationery and contract forms, collecting,
advertising, delivery and upkeep of delivery vehicle, office and store equip
ment, insurance, rent, legal and professional services, depreciation, and
interest on borrowed capital.
The increase in cost of production arising from the installment selling
method can be seen by a comparison of the cost of stores selling on a cash
basis with those that sell on the installment plan. Nystrom says: (See
table on page 73)
The detailed items of expense in which increases oocur for
installment selling include (l) accounting, (2) interest on
merchandise outstanding but not yet paid for, (S) losses on
bad accounts, (4) credit and collection expenses, (5) legal
services, (6) alloYiances to customers, (7) insurance, and (8)
delivery expense. The expenses for accounting, interest,
losses on bad accounts, credits and collections may easily be
more than double the amount of such expenses incurred in ordinary
retail business. There are also other items which because of the
nature of the merchandise in which, installment sales are most
frequently trade, are also likely to be higher than in other types
of retail stores such as advertising, delivery, mrehousing,
freight and express expenses. Household furniture, musical instru-
"" ments, and electrical washing machines are bulky goods whose
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Note: Actual percentage average taken from group of each type.
Nystrom, Store Operation, p. 617.
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expenses of handling run into high figures.
In the home furnishing retail business it may be possible to
find retail stores or departments conducted at expenses amounting
to from 27.5/J up to 35^ or 36/» of net sales, ushereas the operat
ing expenses in similar stores depending upon installment for
sales for the larger part of their business are likely to be from
% to 45^ sales.I
Consumer credit, because of the snail size of the average loan involved
and because of the cost of collection, is more costly than producer credit,
much of the higher cost must be expected and borne by consumers if they
desire the advantages of installment buying. However, some cost rnay be
reduced by better administration.
Losses
One item of expense that may be controlled is that of bad debt losses.
They varied according to the size of the storei the greatest loss being
experienced as a rule by stores with the smallest total annual sales.
In another investigation it was found that the loss from the sale of
clothes mis 25 percent of the gross sale.** However, this loss was covered
by an increase in price of 160 peroent. The writer stated that in no in
vestigation that they made were losses found to be as low as those reported
by the IT. S. Department of Commerce. In the case reported the cost of
installment credit mias enormous. One writer states that there are two
methods of keeping losses small. Either the merchant must be cautious of
his risks when he makes the sale or he must adopt a system of merciless
, j>p_. _oit., pp. 612-616.
Griffin and Green®, opj»_oit*» P*
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brutality -when he makes Ms collections. Many businesses have been pro
foundly injured by the latter policy.1 Careful investigation will reduce
losses but if it is carried too far the cost of investigation will be in
creased greatly.
Another cause of losses according to Seligman2 is the liberality of
terms, lie says that -vuhen terms are lengthened from 12 to 16 or 18 months,
losses from repossessed cars jump 57 percent and when the terns are increased
beyond 18 months the loss jumps 341 percent higher. On the other hand8 the
Joss from bad debts of open credit accounts is much smaller for all classes
of stores than for those of installment accounts!
PERCENTAGES OP LOSSES OF OFilET CREDIT AMD INSTALLMENT ACCOUNTS IN 19S73











Hen's Clothing Stores i .6 s 2.3
Women's Specialty Stores s .3 i .7
: :
*From figures given on pages
Cost may be reduced as far as the lender is concerned in another isay.
While aore careful investigation will reduce losses and therefore costs,
the cost of investigation itself nay be at least shifted. Keifeld sayss4
Flynn, J. T., ojujcit., p. 26.
2Ibia_., p. 303.
Seifeld, !'. R., op. cit., p. 71.
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If the expense of investigation of the applicant can be shifted
from the institution to the applicant himself, the operating cost,
and therefore, the rate does not need to reflect the investigation
cost. For instance an accounting statement customarily secured by
the business nan from a certified public accountant is a basis used
by a commercial bank in considering credit extension. The cost of
the preparation is borne by the borrower and does not become an
item of expense to the lender.
Unit Costs
Inforiaation on the unit costs of selling goods on the installment plan
is very fragmentary. Stores as a rule do not segregate their costs of
installment selling from their costs of selling goods otherwise. However,
as Tas noted above-*- th© losses tended to deorease as the volume of annual
sales increased. Besides, it is known that when the size of the retail
enterprise and also the size of finance company increase up to a certain
maximum size the opportunities for internal economies also increase. The
existing supplementary costs and also variable costs can be more economic
ally organized to take oar© of the increased volume of sales. Such factors
as the number of orders per salesman for a week, a month, or a year, the
sizes of the orders ($10, $15, $25, $100, etc.) and the number of repossessions
per 100 orders are important in determining unit costs. The average size of
the order in -value is very important for too many small orders to the size
and cost of the personnel will have a tendency to make unit costs rise,"
Unit costs are also influenced by the degree of specialization in thos©
services that the nature of the business organization is most suitably
adapted to. If financing of the installment sale can be more economically
22-54,
2
Case Studies in Business, Bavy^T&^Bus±wjj^eji:eWk, vol. 7, p. 33
(1928-29).
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handled by a special agency than by the retailer, then the special agency
should b© the one to handle it. However, the special agency should not
take over any activities that the retailer can more economically handle.
For a time the repossession of oars by finance companies and the consequent
effort to resell them showed this tendency.1 Unit costs are also influenced
by the number and value of losses in relation to the volume of sales and
by the length of the time that the installment debt remains outstanding.
Costs Of Distribution Under Conditions Of Imperfect Competition
So far we have emphasized the cost conditions of the individual firm
in the field of distribution. We shall now widen the horizon and consider
the cost factors of the distributive system as a whole. It will be recalled
that a firm in an imperfect market reaches its most profitable size when
its marginal cost equals its marginal revenue. When this point is reaohed
under long-run normal conditions, however, average oost is larger than the
marginal cost. Under perfect competition a firm is at its optimum size when
its marginal cost equals its average cost — MR-AK. The most efficient siz©
of a firm under perfectly competitive conditions is larger than the most pro
fitable size of a firm under imperfectly competitive conditions. Furthermore,
the most profitable size of the firm varies according to the degree of im
perfection of the market for its product.
Marginal cost as the result of increase in output of a commodity
influences average cost. This is due to the fact that the marginal oost is
added to the previous total cost to get a new total cost. This new total
Seligman, op. cit., p. S09.
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cost is divided by the new total output to get a new average cost. 1'fhen
the output of a firm is very small the average oost is larger than the
marginal cost. As output increases the low marginal cost tends to lower
the average cost. After a certain point is reached in output the marginal
cost begins to rise, and it tends to raise average cost. TAfhen output has
been extended to the point where marginal cost and average cost are equal,
the firm is at its optimum size under perfect competition. In this vm.y
it is seen that the increase in output up to a certain point tends to lower
unit cost. However, a firm which sells its product in an imperfectly com
petitive market will not extend its output to the point where its unit cost
is lowest. It will stabilize its production at a point somewhat above the
minimum average cost. This point will be reached when marginal ooet and *
marginal receipts are equal.
Under such conditions it can be seen that more firms will be required
to produce a given amount of output for an industry under imperfect competi
tion than wo\ild be required under perfect competition. If more firms are
required to produce a given amount of output it is quite likely that more
XTOrkers will be required also. This situation is tru© for both production
and distribution. Nevertheless it is more pronounced in the field of dis
tribution than in the field of production. Margaret Ried says:
For every 100 workers in agriculture, in manufacturing and in
marketing in 1910 there were by 15)30, 92 in agriculture, 132 in
manufacturing and 188 in marketing. It is also estimated that in
1929 the •value added to products by manufacturers amounted to
§28,550,000,000 while the value added by marketing amounted to
124,380,000,000.
According to the estimate of 1929, for every dollar spent on a commodity
approximately 53 cents was spent for production and 47 cents was spent for
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distribution. In a more recent estimate (1939) it is stated that the value
added to a commodity by distribution is approximately 59 percent while that
added by production is approximately 41 percent!1
Much of the added costs of distribution go for what might be termed
selling costs. Much effort, time and money are spent by distributors to
persuade buyers to buy. All such costs are selling costs due to imperfect
competition in the market. Elaborate programs are outlined and carried out
which tend to increase and mafc$ permanent irrational buyers' preferences.
In installment selling, product differentiation takes many forms. This
differentiation makes it possible for almost every retailer to have his
own market within limits. Th© commodity is differentiated by down payment,
amount of the sale, size of monthly or weekly payment, method of credit
charge, and policy of collection and repossession. The markets within
markets due to product differentiation make possible the charging of prices
that approach monopoly rather than perfect competition. All such costs are
born© by consumers. From, the table (page 73) it will be seen that stores
selling goods on the installment plan spent more for advertising than stores
selling products for cash only. The peroentage is 3«9 percent for eash
stores and 6.4 percent for stores selling goods on the installment plan.
Since more firms ar© necessary (or fewer firms are necessary) to supply
a given output under conditions,of imperfect competition than would be the
case under perfect competition, other things being equal, one writer suggests
a means of controlling the number of finance companies in a given area.
He saysj
1IMd,,, p. 217.
Does Distribution Cost Too Much?, op. oit., p. 334.
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Intra-industry competition can b© controlled effectively
through state regulation. The number of oredit institutions
of any type permitted in a town can "be limited by the applica
tion of the concept of "convenience and necessity" ... Instead
of the present practice, which allows an unlimited increase in
the number of credit institutions, the regulating authority of
the state, guided by this concept, would issue authorisations
for additional institutions only when required for the convenience
and necessity of th® community.•*•
It is contended by most students of installment selling and buying that
the plan stimulated sales in the durable consumer goods industries. This
increase in demand enabled manufacturers to get the advantage of large scale
production and reduce unit costs. One witer says:
It is highly probable that the installment buyer is paying less for
his car today than he would be paying as a cash buyer, if there were no
installment system.^
On the other hand, some claim that the increase in installment credit tends
to promote economic instability. Others say that installment credit has
heightened the peak of prosperity and deepened the pit of depression.
Against this reduction in unit costs must be set the increase in selling
costs and the costs of economic instability.
leifeld, j^Pj^cit** p. 1Z»
2
Plummer, op. cit.s p. 31»
CHAPTER VIII
PHI CSS AND PRICE POLICIES
Fundamental Concepts
The price of a commodity is the amount of money that the commodity will
command in exchange* It nay be termed the equilibrium point of demand and
supply. When we think of demand, w© mean effective demand or the amount
that will be taken at a price* Thus we may say that there is inequilibrium
at a point when an equal number of commodities offered by sellers is bid
for by buyers*
Price (or mlue) is affected by the conditions of supply. One condition
of supply is the market period which includes that situation when the goods
are in the market at an instant of time and without reference to how they
got there* Another condition is the short-run normal period and it includes
that ti**e when the supply of the commodity can b@ affected by the existing
supply of agents of production. The third condition of supply is the long-
run normal period which includes the tine when the supply of the commodities
can be mried as a result of the variation in the supply of the productiire
agents themselves. In the market period price is analyzed with emphasis
upon deirand. In the normal periods price is analyzed with emphasis upon
supply.
In the market period the equilibrium price is reached as a result of
the higgling and bargaining of buyers and sellers. In this period the
general law of demand is in operation. That is, as the price inoreases the
amount bid for by buyers tends to decrease} and,conversely, as the price
decreases the amount bid for by buyers tends to increase. This general law
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assumes perfect competition in which there is perfect knowledge on the
part of buyers of all prices at which the commodity is offered. It
includes perfect mobility on the part of buyers (and sellers) to go
•where the price is most favorable. Again it means that the groups of
buyers and sellers are so large that no buyer or seller can by his
individual action affect the price. However, it is contended in this
study that in the market of goods sold on the installment plan, compe
tition is not perfect. In fact th© activities of some sellers seem to be
based on the imperfect knowledge of th© buyers.
In the normal periods the price is affeoted by the cost of production.
Tie are concerned with the supply pr5.ce of meeting a given demand. It is
the costs of the agents of production necessary to produce the supoly.
In the short-run period the supply price tends to increase in order to
meet a temporary increase in demand. In the long-run the supply price
tends to decrease as a result of the forces set in motion to meet the
permanent increase in deraand. These tendencies, however, assume the
full employment of the community's productive agents.
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An Imperfectly Competitive Market
So far ia this chapter price determination has been explained on
the assumption that perfect competition existed in the market. These
assumptions have serious limitations for explaining price determinations
in the real market for goods sold on the instalment plan. The theory
of imperfect competition is a better means of explaining the real
situation. Nevertheless, some of the factors and conditions that
explain and determine price under nerfect competition are applicable
when the market for the commodity is imperfect. The equilibrium point
of supply and demand determines price in imperfect oompetition as well
as in perfect competition. However, the equilibrium point in imperfect
competition cannot be described as competitive equilibrium. Furthermore
demand is not characterized by perfect knowledge, but rather it is
characterized by irrational buyers* preferences. The supply of the com
modity is produced by a few sellers rather than a large number. From
the forces of these variables the equilibrium prices are determined.
The three time concepts of market period* short run normal period and long
sun normal period are also applicable to imperfect oompetition. However,
we are interested in this study in the short run period. Prices are
administratively set after elaborate product differentiation.
Product Differentiation
Vie may now look at some of the common practices of selling which
may be adequately described as product differentiation. In most in
stances the credit price is not separated from the cash price, fthen
consumers enter the market on any day the credit price is quoted them
as a rule. In addition the difficulty of comparing prices in one store
with prices in another are serious because of thin general failure to
separate the price of the good from the price of the credit service.
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Some consumers ask for information on the credit charge. Often they
are told that there is no carrying charge; again they hear "6/i on
unpaid balance.n Sometimes they are told that for cash they may get
a discount of 10$. On the other hand many department scores and nail
order houses quote the cash price and the carrying charge separately.
If there is sales resistance there may be a reduction in the quoted price.
More often, ho over, to divert attention from price salesmen emphasize
liberal terms or prompt delivery. In case of a demand for lower price
the salesman is likely to emphasize in a general -may the costs and expenses
that must be met. It was stated earlier that one of the characteristics
of installment buying is that the purchase is likely to represent one which
has not been duplicated In the recent past and is not likely to be repeated
in the immediate future. This lack of repeated purchases makes the buying
prooess less farr&liar to th© buyer than it is to the seller.■*■
The terms quoted by the sellers vary from store to store and from
product to product. However, to catch the imagination of the buyer without
giving much information at the same time, the sellers may use some of their
advertising literature to get over the impression. It is likely to have
some such terms as llquiok delivery," "easy payments," "twelve easy payments,"
wfamily budget plan," "no down payment," "five years to pay," "the working
man's friend,11 Attention is centered on how easy It is to pay and not on
haw much one must pay. Often the seller will tell the buyer that his price
compares favorably vdth the price of competitors without giving an adequate
basis for comparison. The fact that the cash prices and credit prices are
not separated by most stores makes comparison very difficult.
See page 8.
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Effort is centered on getting buyers to buy at the given prioe.
Instead of reducing pricea the seller will make the terras more
liberal. The do-wn payment will be made smaller. The size of the
payment will be made smaller and the time for the completion of the
payment will be extended, Knowledge of the market by the buyers is
not perfect and sellers apparently are not interested in making it
perfect. In some cases, however, many department stores give genuine
information to buyers about budgeting their income and the wisdom of
making installment purchases on the basis of their incomes thus budgeted,
Buyers -when signing the contract for payment do not find prioes stated
any more clearly. The seller produces the contract form and after it
is signed has it placed on th© public record. The rights of the buyer
under the contract are seldom explained to him by the seller.
Factors Affecting Prices.
The success or lack of success in day to day selling determines
in large measure the prioes and price policies of sellers of goods on
the installment plan. Many factors enter into the determination of
prices. The motive is to fix price at the point which will bring th©
highest total net return. The factors are cost, desirability of th®
commodity, competition, producers and distributors errors of calculation
of demand aid ethical influences.
The cost factors tshioh influence price were analyzed in
the preceding chapter. It was seen that for stores
^Nystrom, op. cit., pp.461-473.
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selling on the instalment plan the costs of delivery, bookeeping and
stationery, advertising, freight, insurance, legal services, postage,
and ted debt losses were higher than for stores not selling on the instal
ment plan. Besides there are other added costs such as collection and
interest. Therefor© prices of goods sold on the instalment plan will
reflect these added costs. Costs determine the lower limit of prioes.
It was said that competition tends to increase cost in the field
of distribution. Referring to a fact brought out in Chapter I, one is
reminded of the tendency on th© part of competitors to refrain from
cutting prices to a minimum. However, there is some prioe competition.
Some stores by their size and resultant advantages of internal economies
are able to offer these commodities at lower prices. This is true of
large department stores and mail order houses which have recently
extended their selling on the instalment plan. It will be recalled
that the losses of large stores selling on the instalment plan were
much smaller as a rule than the losses of smaller stores.
Habits and customs of the people have their influences on price.
If people feel that a commodity is not worth more than a certain price,
the tendency is for that commodity to remain in that price range. How
ever, the quality may be reduced if the costs of producing and handling
the commodity go up. Another important influence on the price of goods
sold on th© instalment plan is th© nature of and th© judicial interpre
tations of the laws and legal instruments governing the sale of goods on
the instalment plan. If lack of legislation or judicial interpretation
of existing legislation seem to favor the sellers, prices to some extent
will reflect it. Such added amounts to prices are concealed by the sellers.
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These price policies are applied insofar as the lack of intelligence
and credulity of the buyer will permit as was seen in the chapter on
legal aspects.
Stores oharge for their reputation and good will* If the reputa
tion of the store is such that it can urge that on the buyer as a reason
for accepting their prices it will be used thus.
Ihen producers or distributors miscalculate, oonsumer demand thus
causing their costs to go up from overproduction of style goods, prices
are likely to be affeoted by the increased costs*
Price Policies
Stores
Before stores can correctly determine price they must formulate
policies concerning the minimum size of the sale, the size of the down
payment, length of the contraot and schedule of payments, and right and
penalties of buyers* Haring says that these policies should includet
'*(«= Substantial down payments from 10^ to 33-1/3/C,
depending upon the commodity} (b) contract period rarely
exceeding one yeari (c) eliminating poor risks to lower
average instalment chargesj (d) limiting the security to
merchandise alonei (©) simplicity and standardizing con
tracts which give the buyer a fear dealj and (f) recourse
paper only.
In addition, the operators of stores should know the market. This
knowledge includes an analysis on the buying habits of the people, such
as time of purchase and the frequency of purchasesi the characteristics
of the potential users, such as age, occupation, taste and education!
and the size of family and income class to which they belong.
Finance Companies
The prices and price policies of retailers are influenced by the
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priees and policies of finance companies* The credit costs and some
collection costs of stores selling on th© instalment plan reflect the
charges of finance companies for discounting instalment paper. It is
important, therefore, to consider the policies of finance companies.
Suppose that a finance company has $120,000 to invest in such papers
Assuming that the amount of fl20,000 is invested in
January contracts which are repaid in 12 ©qual monthly
instalments, it is obvious that in February l/lEth of
§120,000, or $10,000, becomes due and payable. Assuming
that this amount is actually paid and reinvested in
February in $10,000 more of 12-month contrasts, it ia
obvious that in March $10,000 of January's investment
becomes due and l/l2th of February's investment of
#10,000 also matures, making possible a reinvestment
in torch of $10,833.33. A continuation of this process
becomes more and more involved.•• •
To determine pricing policies th© finance company
must answer the following questionss
1, Are finance oharges high enough to overcome the cost
of operation?
2* How much volume is required to eover oost of operation?
5. How muoh capital will be employed in the operation?
4. How much business can be purchased and rediseounted
profitably?
5. On the basis of commitment in hand, what is the maxi
mum amount of operating cost permissible, making pro
vision for normal return on the amount of capital in
vested?
6. How does this maximum cost permissible compare with
the minimum operating cost requirements ?'*!
Th© efficiency with which finance companies answer these questions
may be reflected in the quoted prices of retailers.
Price Spreads
A price spread of a commodity is th© difference between its
wholesale price and the quoted retail price. This spread is sometimes
called the markup. It includes oharges for many or for all factors
■^Lorenz, Otto C, Instalment Finance and Efficient Use of Capital,
Harvard Business Review, (1929-30) Yol. 8, pp. 451-459
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desoribed above. Many of the factors are elastic in nature and the amount
of spread between the wholesale and retail priees of a commodity varies
according to this elasticity. The spread is influenced also by the
channel of distribution.
Joodyear All-Weather Tires sold through usual whole
sale distributors to retailers at |8.40 in 1930 "bore
total distribution cost of $15.44, or 41$ of retail pric©.
Intermediary distribution functions accounted for 16$ and
retail operating expenses were 25$ of retail price. Sears
Boebuek's All-State tire, a comparable produot, and sold
through Seqrs Roebuck's retail stores for §6.47 entailed
total distribution cost of f2.O7, or 30,Z% of retail
prioe. Difference in distribution costs accounted for
most of the differential of $1.93, or 2Z%, in prioes of
the two tires. Similar tires wer© sold by Sears Roebuok's
mail order division at $16.17, with a distribution cost
of $1.16, or 18$ of retail price.1*1
In case of electric refrigerators the retail price was $156.00 while
the manufacturer's price was $60.00 and the wholesale profit isas $16.60
leaving a total spread between wholesaler and retailer of $70.00. Some
of this spread included the charges for instalment financing. It was
found also that jewelty stores selling no goods on the instalment plan
had a markup of 41.4$, while jewelry stores with instalment sales had
a gross markup of 55$.2 Thes® markups in many instances are high in
order to take care of losses. It will be recalled that a large repre
sentative clothing store, having a loss of 25$ of total sales, had a
markup of 150$. liarkups are also made so that prioes can be cut as a
means of stimulating sales. lystrom states that at least 80$ of the
goods handled by. de partment stores are subject to mark downs. This
2IMd.( pp. 52, 549 231.
g
Bystrom, 0Pf_2i*e» P« 473
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poliey of cutting prices to stimulate sales seems to be more effective
than stating a low price from, the start and holding to it.
Finance companies in many instances charge straight rates to all
territories. Yet the risks are higher in some territories than in others.
In many instances stores which sell for cash and also on installments have
a very narrov/ spread "between the cost price and the credit price. Much of
the cost of installment credit is included in the general markup of such
stores, thus making cash customers pay part of the charges that should be
borne by insiallment buyer s,^-
Credit Charges
The rates or credit charges are usually made out by the finance com
pany and given to the retailers. The method of stating these rates has
caused much criticism in recent years. It will b© recalled that the
Federal Trade Commission accused a group of finance companies of misrepre
senting their rates. They advertised six percent when the rate properly
computed was 11 or 12 percent. If on© is charged six percent on the unpaid
balance and this balance is paid up in full within six months then it is
obvious that the annual rate is between ten percent and 12 percent. This
method of stating rates has caused people to get an erroneous impression
of the amount of money they pay for installment credit*
We find the purchaser of a §20,00 article, or a number of
articles totaling this amount from one of our largest mail
order houses, is required to pay $4.00 a month until the pay
ments are completed. This means that the buyer pays $4.00 a
month for four months and #2.50 for the fifth month. The
problem resolves itself into computing the yearly rate of a
payment of $2,50 for th© use of $16.00 under the above terms.
Using the simple interest principle the rate becomes 75$.
Schtnalz, op, cit., p. 91.
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If one uses the compcnmd interest method the result is a
64$ noriaal rate, or an 8S»6/£ effective rate •••
The most important consideration in the analysis, never
theless, is not whether the rate is 75"? or 86.6/S but that ...
it is for higher than most persons are aware.1
Rates vary both according to the type of commodity sold and according
to the length of terms. Another •variation is due to the amount of the
purchase. The table below gives rates for different goods. Other tables
are found in the Appendix.

























^Sources Pollack, Foundation of Economic Research (Weiss,
J, D.f opujoit., .H.B.R., vol. 17, p. 99)
It can be seen that the average rate ranges from 17 percent to 40 percent
of the price. Some report that the actual range is from 0% to 500percent.^
Thus it ©an be seen that consumers pay for the service of installment credit
at a much larger rate than the retailers and finance companies would have
them believe. However, because of the pressure of public opinion and
Froman, op^cit., pp. 227-236.
, op. oit., p. 101.
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many criticisms in influential quarters finance companies and retailers
have in many instances begun to state their charges openly and clearly.
Fail order houses and department stores have lately begun to quote their
cash price and then add the carrying charge. On the other hand, there are
installment sellers who actually paid their charges as would be indicated
by a 500 percent credit charge. It is estimated that the interest oharges
amounted to $465,000,000 a year (figured at an annual rate of IS percent on
$3,100,000,000).
Before 1920 the installment plan fas used for the sale of only a few
commodities. The rapid spread of the use of this method exhibited short-
run tendencies of increased sxipply prices. This can be seen in the wide
variation of credit charges. Much of these charges goes to make up for
losses that earlier companies experienced and many retailers of today have
experienced due to extending the plan to new commodities and to the making
of more liberal terms. However, long-run tendencies toward lower credit
charges and lower prices can be seen* Many small finance companies that
emphasized long terms but carried hidden excess charges have been driven
out of business. The finance companies that are doing the in ost business
today are those which have conservative terms and fairly reasonable
finance charges. Besides department stores and mail order houses have con
servative programs with respect to risk and are able to quote lower prices
to buyers.
CHAPTER IX
CG1ISII1CSR IETSRESTS AID THE INSTALLMENT PLAK
Utility Of the Goods Purohased On the In
stallment Plan
The goods ordinarily sold on the installment plan are furniture and
furnishings, electrical appliances, vacuum oloaners, trashing machines, gas
and electric stoyes, automobiles, pianos, radios, sewing machines, books
and jewelry. These goods are comparatively durable. By durability is
meant that quality of a consumer commodity which enables its value not to
depreciate as fast as a practical scheme of payments extending over a
period of 12 weeks to three or four years will decrease the debt. Thus
it ordinarily has a resale -value, in case of cessation of payments, to
cover the balance due at any time. This definition includes homes, lots
and stocks and bonds but they were excluded at the outset. These commodities
have important uses for the consumer in the 'home and in the case of the auto
mobile in activities outside the home. They save time and energy. They
often satisfy the desire of the consumer for social approval. They have
many uses that make the organisation of home life less monotonous and more
convenient. The fact that the sale of these commodities has grown rapidly
and has extended to all income classes in recent years is conclusiv© proof
of their utility and broad acceptance by consumers. However no attempt
will be made to appraise their utility. Such an appraisal must be made
according to the values set on these commodities by the consumers them
selves. It mas mentioned at this point because it was felt that, logically,
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it could not be left out entirely.
Limits To lise Purchase Of Durable Consumer Goods
Gredit Limit
leifeld1 says that "any consideration of the social value of con
sumer credit must accept the worker's own seal© of values", levertheless,
we can recognize some objective limitations to consvtmer credit. An
individual is most prosperous when he is in debt because of the added
things he can show for his limited income. However, personal debt
accumulation itself lias limitations. If a person has an income of a
certain amount, say $100 a month, and his necessary expenses require rj80
a month, then he has #20 left for savings or other expenditures. low
suppose he contracts debts which require a monthly payment of $15. This
added responsibility can be cared for out of the surplus of $20. How if
he should contract an additional debt of &10 monthly he will have gon©
beyond his $20 surplus by $5. He may be able to put off the payment of
one debt this month and another next month. But sooner or later he will
be i&oed with the inescapable necessity of meeting all at one time. When
such a time comes, he will have gone beyond his debt limit. Debt accumu
lation should go no higher than one's surplus income can service it. Many
purchasers on the installment plan have had this painful experience.
The Actual Situation
Although the limits stated above are real, the desires of many people
for durable consumer goods have, in many cases, outrun their ability to pay
, p. 71
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or their realization of the inconveniences of extended payments.
Effective demand results in contract for future payments
under conditions in which future utilities of the durable
commodity present themselves in the consumers' imagination
v&th the same motivating power as present utilities.
There is the case of the person who, with a salary of -'-60 a week,
contracted installment debts to an amount beyond the credit limit of the
buyer. He managed to struggle on for some time until the depression set
in ■when it was impossible for him to meet his payments. He was persuaded
to contract the debts by the several smooth talking salesmen who convinced
him of the ease with which he could pay. This buyer as well as many others
was of high integrity and the pressure of the collection departments of the
several stores brought real mental agony.
It is interesting to not© some of the methods of collection departments.
In case they do not for any cause repossess the goods they write harsh
letters or turn the accounts over to a professional collection agency. In
either case the procedure is somewhat as follows 5
A letter is written which may say, MIf your name goes on our
list it will ruin your credit in your city. Our list goes to
25,000 merchants in your city. If completed payment is not made
on your account by Saturday, we will put your name on the black
list and your credit will be destroyed."^
Or the situation may b© this s
If a woman debtor writes them, tt0f course I am an honest
woman," they promptly berate her as a fraud and an embezzler 1
if a nan writes, "Haturally I don't mnt this to get into the
courts," the agency informs him a summons is on the way.
Danielian, H. E., ££^^orb., p. 397•
2Last Drop of Blood, Forum, vol. 90, p. 250, (Oct. 1933)
3Bills, Bills, Literary Digest, vol. 122, p. 39, (Aug. 15, 1936)
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people bring suit against such companies for humiliation and
mental anguish. In the oase of threat of repossession, most people go
through mental anguish because of strong desire to keep the commodity.
They feel that they have invested too much money in the article to lose it.
Kany people, unable to control the ratio of their income to their debts
are forced into bankruptcy. However, in the case of installment debts,
bankrupt persons usually systematically cut down such obligations as their
financial positions beoome more insecure. Repossessions were prompt and very
few additional debts were contracted*^
Though there are some disasters as a result of the overextension of in
stallment credit, it is claimed that the people on the i«hole make conserva
tive use of it. It is claimed that people regulate their installment obliga
tions according to their incomes. This plan has gained its widest use aroong
city dwellers (probably due to the regular flow of the incomes of city vrorkers)
and it is contended that such satisfactory use supports the statement that
budgeted income and expenses have had a wide and strong appeal among city
dwellers*
The "Good" Market For Goods Sold On The Installment Plan
A good consumer market would be one in which he could get maximum sat
isfaction from given resources. There would be such standardized and
systematized arrangements that the derrands on the time and energy of the
consumer buyer would be reduced to a minimum* The policies and practices
of retailers would be standardized and simplified to the extent that mistakes
■'"Cover, J. H., Consumer Credit and Individual Bankruptcy, Annals of
American Academy, vol. 196, pp. 88-92* — _
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in selection would b© reduced to a very low point. The prices would be
fair. They would include a fair profit to the retailer, lair payment to
the agents of production, and. fair charges for services demanded by con
sumers. There would be no inefficiency of management and organization
and is/asteful duplication of services of competing retailers. It is impor
tant to emphasize at this point that a "good" market is an ideal. It
is a goal tcward which to strive.
Of course this ideal market does not exist but we are interested in
pointing out those practices and policies in the real market, as it is
constituted today, that tend to move in that direction. Also we are in
terested in those that could be easily adopted by retailers. From these
practices we shall attempt to appraise the market in general. In this
study we are primarily concerned with those policies and practices that
reduce mistakes in selections and vri th fair nrices. A good example of fair
prices and reasonable terms for installment credit can be found in the
policies of the Electric Home and Farm Authority. It is a government
agency. The effective credit charge is 9.72 percent. The terms range
from 24 months to 48 months. The minimum amount for any purchase is §40
and the minimum down payment is five percent and t©n percent of the price.
Another practice is that of some department stores and mail order houses in
separating the cash price from the credit price. Another is the description
of the credit charge not as interest but as carrying charge expressed in
dollars. One very badly needed improvement in the retail market for goods
sold on the installment plan is a standardized contract with standard
clauses which fairly protect the rights of both the buyer and seller. Th©
lack of such is the source of the worst abuses of the installment plan.
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Better investigation of credit risk is -very desirable so that losses
■will not be exoessive and therefore will not necessitate a large increase
in price. The budget plan of many stores is also useful in providing
consumers information on which to base their decision as to I'/hether they
should assume an obligation to make installment payments. Nevertheless,
it does not touch the problem of information on price and quality.
The basis of rat'oral buying is adequate information. In the chapter
on price we have seen how information is vri.thh.eld. Gash and credit prices
are not separated in most cases. Such advertising slogans as "six percent
on unpaid balance11 deceive rather than inform. Is It six percent per annum
or six percent for the number of months the obligation runs? How mny
months will the obligation run? "Shen one payment has been made, is the
Principal reduced on which interest is charged? Another slogan says,
"easy payments". But the consumer would be better informed if he was told
Tshether excessive hidden charges accompanied the "easy payments". In
other words, sellers give glowing and frequently misleading descriptions
and very little analytical exposition. Some sellers label the sales con
tract a receipt. The many clauses are seldom explained. Legal statements
are, by their very nature, complicated. But many tricky clauses are written
into contracts in fine print and in obscure places.
Price under imperfect competition is determined by many factors not
present in the enlightened atmosphere of a perfect market. The habits of
the people, reputation of the merchant, bad judgment and inefficiency of
the retailer and advertisement are some additional factors. These factors
account for the large spread between the wholesale price and the retail
price. Part of this spread is a result of the success of product differentia
tion "by retailers. Uhen nore firms are in an industry than are necessary to
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supply the demand, many are likely to be smaller than the most efficient
size. The average unit costs of these small firms tend to be higher than
that of the firms of optimum size. These high costs are reflected in the
prices of these small firms. The fact that most retailers fail :to separate
their cash price from their credit price makes it very difficult for con
sumers to make price comparisons.
Losses Prom Legal Obligations iind Actions
The legal instruments used in installment selling are complicated.
Besides, the state laws are also complicated. Some think that the consumer
should be advised to see a lawyer before obligating himself on a contract.
iietailers and dealers do not make it their business to give consumer buyers
adequate information about them. Stores, as a rule, select the type or
types contracts under which they intend to do business. The managers are
usually acquainted with them, of course. There is a number of different
types of contracts vdth -various tricky clauses and the oonsumer must be
very alert and intelligent to protect himself against the pitfalls, lage
assignment clauses, open-end and lease contracts, and the power of attorney
to confess judgment are clauses and contracts are used to take advantage
of unwary buyers. On© thing that is badly needed from the oonsumer point
of view is a standard contract vraieh would fairly protect the rights of
both parties. Such an instrument would be one of the most effective means
of reducing mistakes in selection. The losses fron the consistent employ
ment of these powerful clauses are enormous and are a serious challenge
to the consumer's efforts for maximum satisfaction.
state laws are designed to protect the interests of the public,
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they tend to lean toward the seller. The great majority of the states
have not emoted the Uniform Conditional Sales Act which contains elaborate
provisions for the protection of the rights of the buyer. The laws which
protect the consumer frora beeoraxng destitute can be -waived in a contract
in most states. Judicial decisions which state that the merchant may
charge an excessive price for his goods (which covers financing charges)
make it difficult for the consumer to protect himself after he has
signed the contract. Many think that the law should lean toward the con
sumer because he is less acquainted with the intricacies of legal procedure.
T/age Assignments
One practice that installment sellers use in trapping workers Is the
wage assignment. This practice though frowned upon by the courts, is in
use in most of the largo cities. The wage assignment Is a clause in which
the buyer agrees for the seller to collect the installments out of his wages
in case he defaults on any payments. The story is told of a worker of
Procter and Gamble Company in Kew York. The worker vias persuaded by the
salesman to buy a watch at a price of |;40.0Q with the doxm payment of
;,,>2.00 and terms of 02.00 weekly. The salesman had him to sign what he
described, as a "receipt". This "receipt" was in reality a folded contract
which was not explained to this buyer. One morning he was called to the
service department of the company for w ieh he worked. The -watch company-
had sent a court order demanding the salary of the employee for patient
for the watch. The service department had the watch valued and It vjas
found that It mas worth only §19.75. However, the company was compelled to
pay the :;?40.00 out of the man's wages.1
lllugent and Henderson, O£^ oit., p. 94.
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Out of 108,000 employees in eight representative firms there were
1,900 orders for i/aage assignmexits in 1931. In Chicago a street railway
firm reported an average of 3,400 wage assignments against their 17,000
employees for the years from 1929 to 1932. Armour and Company reported
that for its 5,380 irorkers, most of whom are Negroes, wage assignments
were received for approximately one-half of them for each year from 1929
to 1932.1
State laws lave attempted to cope with this problem and lave declared
such clauses in contracts void. Others have declared them void after a
certain date of about six months after the agreement. Many sellers, how
ever, get around this six months' limit by having the worker sign several
assignments leaving the date "blank in eaeh instrument. The company dates
them as they are sent to the worker.
Repossessions
Repossession is another source of loss to consumers. It is a reversal
economic process.
ITnile many retailers use an elaborate precaution to keep from repossess
ing goods others adopt the practice as a source of additional profits. For
the task of repossession of goods which involves the necessity of going on
the premises of the buyer, special men are selected. The men used are called
pulled men and are usually six feet tall, weighing about 200 pounds. It is
said that they are employed for the purpose of obtaining peaceful repossession.
Ibid,, p. 95.
However, the procedure may be anything "out peaceful* These men are expected
to bring back the property and are not paid unless they do.
He thinks nothing of wiring around ignition locks, towing away
locked car™, "breaking the windows to get into a locked house, or
using a "bolt-cutter to remove the padlock from the garage door.
Frequently ae and the purchaser get into a fist fight, and there
are few pull men who don't tote a gun. That such acts frequently
amount to "burglary or larceny bothers the pull men but little.
Recruited as they are mainly from the lowest order of hoodlums,
they are quite willing to take chances in order to earn 65.00.
Also they know that the average person is not likely to get after
them. Once in a while, however, they run into a tartar .-*•
The following statement indicates clearly the profitableness of re
possession procedure to sellers and the tremendous loss to buyers*
Hundreds of cars are repossessed for the sake of repossession
charges "alien the purchaser fails to pay one of the last payments
promptly. Fees are sometimes £05.00. One case recently referred
to involved the repossession of a ear on which the last payment
of i,:;15.00 was overdue. A repossession charge of ^35.00 was de
manded .
One person whose car »s repossessed for a small "balance decided
to 50 to the sale and bid for his car. But the car was not put on
sale, and he was politely notified when he asked about it that there
must have been some mistake — his car had been sold at another
auction. Sales of repossessed cars are frequently the hapoy minting
groxand of a closed membership of used car dealers whose objections to
intruders might take violent forms.
After repossession coro.es the deficiency judgment, garnishment
proceedings, etc.
The abuses though exceedingly common, do not apply to install
ment selling as a whole ... The major part of the installment sell
ing and the installment financing business is highly reputable and
has had no part in the conditions which we have just described.^
The seller has repossession troubles from the buyer in many cases.
However, they do not compare with the losses to the consumer. Sometimes
when he attemps to repossess, there is the garage lien.
<3hitaker, op. cit., p. 436.
2
-.ugent and Henderson, op. cit., pp. 97-98.
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The buyer nay owe trie garage and the garage manager will not release the
ear until the amount due him is paid. Sometimes the garage manager and
the buyer way agree to tell the finance company that the charges are two
or three times as much as they actually are.
It is important at this point to note the extent and proportion of
repossessions to total sales. J. 1). V.'eis^- states that:
Repossessions jumped from slightly over 4$ in 1928 and
1929 to 8.5$ in 1931 and 10.4;? in 1932. In 1937 they were G.4.-J
If 8.4;;« of the cars aa repossessed in 1937, it is safe to assume
that from 25/5 to 30;£ of the instalment buyers have found themselves
in acute distress.
In the case of substandard naper (that is where the dovm
payment is lens than 25% ) repossessions are around five times
the normal rate. There was a probable repossession figure of 20/»
to 257' of sales in this classification.
.epossessions are greater for used cars than for new oars. It is
claimed that the reasons for this are that used cars are purchased, as a
rule, by neople of lower incomes, lower intelligence and less foresight
than purchasers of new cars and that these used cars have no standard
price. The purchaser iray feel that he has been cheated and tvill let the
car go back, thus losing what he has invested, rather than put raore money
in the car.
It can be seen in retrospect that there are nany conditions which
obstruct the realisation of maximum satisfaction of consumer well being
from the instalment plan of consumer credit. Since t:>ese commodities
are frequently subject to production under conditions of decreasing costs,
consumers nay be benefited by a drop in prices. Nevertheless, to these
reduced manufacturing costs must be added the large distribution costs.
id., p. 98.
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The consumer buyers must pay for all in the retail price. Many practices
in the market have "been noted which tend to perpetuate and to increase
rather than to reduce mistakes in selection.
CHAPTER X ,
CONCLUSION
Having cone to the end of this study one sees the importance of gathering
up the main threads of the analysis and interpreting them in general statements.
The installment plan is a connecting link between production and consumption.
In a less general sense it is a connecting link between distributors of durable
consumer goods and consumer buyers. The motive of consumers is maximum satis
faction from given resources of time, energy, purchasing power and choioe
making. This process of maximizing satisfactions may be termed consumption. The
motive of producers is the attainment of maximum profits from yiven resources
of land, labor, capital and enterprising ability. While consumption sad pro
duction are complements of each other, the motives of consumers and the motives
of producers are not always harmonious. The oonflict of motives can be seen
best in a study of the marketing practices of distributors. The assumption of
this study is that an exposition of the marketing practices of sellers provides
a satisfactory basis for studying the interests of consumers.
The installment plan of selling seems to be sound from the point of view
of the theory of credit. That is, it is sound as long as it is applied to
goods whose resale value depreciates slower than the unpaid balanoe on the
ooiamodity. Buyers, who make use of this form of consumer, credit, meet the re
quirements of good credit risks. These requirements are character, capacity
and collateral. As compared with producers, who require commercial credit,
their ability to pay is small. However the consumer loan is much smaller than
the producer loan.
Recognizing the soundness of the plan we may no%v turn our attention to the
two criteria for appraising tho existing practices of retailers with the plan.
The first criterion is fair prices to consumers. This fair price includes a
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fair profit to the retailor. The aeeond oriterion is policies and practices
which reduce mistakes in selecting credit services. Under conditions of
perfect competition, prices would bo fair. There would be no mistakes in
selection because knowledge would be perfect. Then the credit charges for
installment credit would measure the marginal lenders' and the narginal
borrowers' preference of present utilities over future utilities. Tie
shall suBroiarize those imperfections in the market for goods sold on the
instalment plan. They show -why the credit charges do not measure the
marginal borrowers' and the marginal lenders1 preference of present over
future utilities.
Differential gains is a term applied by economists to gains
arising out of variations in costs and price advantages among sellers.
In the market these price advantages arise from product differentia
tion in riany instances. The rapid spread of the practice of selling
and buying on the instalment plan has been accompanied by product
differentiation. In fact, it is claimed that one of the main causes of
the extensive use of the plan is successful advertising, lie have seen
that members of all the income classes make use of the convenience of the
plan except the very rich. In every region or section of the nation
some people buy on "easy payments". Selling on the instalment plan has
not only been extended to a larger number of commodities but the method
has been adopted by more retailers and more types of retailing establish
ments. The latest entry into the field is the department store. It
has been estimated that the annual instalment debt is $6 billion while
25 years ago in 1915 it was very small. The plan then -was confined
to only a few commodities which vsre sold primarily to people of low
incomes.
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The limitation of the incomes and the utility of the
relatively high priced commodity constitute the basis of the acceptance
of the plan by consumer buyers. The rise in the real income of
workers in 1920 made it possible for the workers to buy more of these
durable consumer goods. Advertising, the highly developed art of
describing a commodity in glowing terras, was and still is used to
persuade buyers to buy on the instalment plan. Advertising and brand
ing which are the greatest vehicles of product differentiation reach the
consumer through every channel of covamunioation. Every human impulse,
good and bad, is played upon. In this way the brand and the instalment
terms of a particular retailer are differentiated in the minds of con
sumers.
The finance company performs an. important and necessary function
in financing instalment credit. Is deals with the buyer in most instances
only indirectly. However in tho case of automobiles and some household
appliances it collects from the buyers directly, "nevertheless its main
business is with the retailer. The credit charges are set by the finance
company. It turns then over to the retailer who figures them as a part
of his costs, ./hen an article is sold on instalments, th© paper is
sold to the finance company by the retailer at a discount.
The charges that the finance company makes inolude interest on
the money borrowed, oosts of investigation, and oosts of oolleotion.
In faot, they inolude all tho oosts of the ootipany. It is quite possible
in view of product differentiation for the charges to be higher than
would be necessary to cover oosts. One indication that the charges
may be too high is the fact that some oonpanies pay retailers rebates
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in order to get trade. While the charges raay be high, finance
companies have developed the technique of stating their terms and
charges to the public that buyers gain the impression they are low.
Laws and legal terminology are complicated and are not often
understood "by the layman. 7'hile all states have laws concerning condi
tional sales and ohattel mortgages, consumers do not always understand
thorn. Many state laws do not go far enough to guarantee the consumer
sufficient protection. On the other hand, consumers often sign con
tracts that nullify some of the provisions of the law. This is es
pecially true of one legal provision. If the head of the house has
paid for his household furniture, sellers cannot require it for additional
security on now debt. However the right of exemption may be waived under
contract.
The legal phases of instalment selling and buying are an im
portant source of differential ;;ains for sellers. The cost of legal
advice is high for individual consumers. "When the cost is added to
the price of the article bought, the article becomes too expensive.
On the other hand, the cost of legal advice to retailers in eoriparison
with the volume of sales is low. Furthormore, the retailer can
frequently pass on his lejal costs to the consumer in the form of a
higher price for the product. The consumer, therefore, pays directly
for his legal advice arid pays indirectly for the seller's legal advice.
Hence he generally paj-s for the whole show. Because he can spread the
cost of his legal advice among all of his buyers, '--he seller is able
to pay a lar;:e salary and thus get the best lawyers* The consumer is
at a disadvanta :e here. This brilliant lawyer is able to frame con
tracts within the letter of the law that give the seller a notable
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advantage over the buyer. Consequently, we have open-end contracts,
lease contracts and wage assignments and powor of attorney to confess
.-judgment clauses in oontraets. Such le~al devices assure sellers of
th© payment of the article sold or, in ease of repossession, a resale
value usually larger than the size of the debt. Where the reposssssory
value is likely to be small rolative to the amount ovrod, tho loss is
avoided by a higher than normal mark up. In the absence of new legisla
tion judicial interpretations which classify instalment finance companies
as merohants aid bona fid© purchasers of value, the consumer is at a
serious disadvantage.
From the foregoing statements it can be seen that differentia
tion, from advertising, from collusion between finance companies and
retailers, and from the preponderant legal advantages of sellers, prevents
credit charges from measuring the marginal borrowers' and marginal lenders'
preference for present utilities over future utilities. In the case of
the buyer the tiro preferences of present utilities and future utilities
are not placed before him with the same vividness. Advertisers see to
that. Attention is deflected from price to terms of sale and liberality
of payments. Every effort is made to make eaoh product with its combina
tion of credit terms and mode of payment appear different in the mind of
the buyer. To the extend that these efforts succeed eaoh commodity —
though identical in physical nature— is different and each retailer has
his individual market within more or less narrow limits. Within limits,
therefore, price competition is nullified.
Differentiation is not completely successful. Consumers change from
one seller to mother but they do not change as freely and as quickly as
they would under conditions of perfect competition. Also the changes from
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one seller to the other are not always motivated by a consideration of
price. nevertheless the monopolistic forces within the market are fairly
persistent. Thus we have imperfect competition in the market -whereby the
foroes of equilibrium price do not reduce average total cost to a minimum.
Hetail stores and finance companies fail to grow to their most efficient
sizes. The result in this field is a larger number of firms than would be
necessary to meet the demand if all resources were utilized to their ut
most.
"hen one looks at the oosts of individual retail stores that sell
goods on the instalment plan he will realize that coats are not reduced to
a minimum. Compared with stores that do not sell on the instalment plan
one of the main items of coats that inoreases is advertising. (Advertising
aooounted for 3.9% of the total oosts of the cash stores while it
necessitated 6.4^ of :,he total costs of stores selling on instalments.)
Other oosts increase as a result of the services of instalment credit also.
31an$ of them are necessary such as collection and credit costs. However
losses from bad debts and large increases in delivery oosts could
probably be decreased with more efficient performance. The increased
costs make the price of the commodity high. Since sellers are motivated
by the desire to maximize profits and since the market is imperfect there
may be a large spread bet-wen these higher oosts and the retail prioe.
"Ue nay conclude, therefore, that prices are not fair in most oases.
Furthermore, policies and practices that seduce mistakes in the selection
of credit services and the physioal product are conspiouous by their
absence in these instalment credit markets. There seems to be In this
field a well developed technique of giving misinformation. Notwith
standing these general practices some tendencies in this direction
should be noted. The leadership in this direction has been taken.
Ill
by department stores and tnail order houses. The first is the separa
tion of the oash price from the credit charge. The second is the budget
plan that has been adopted by many stores. The latter tendency does not
touch the problem of direct infornmtion on the price and quality of
the commodity.
To reroedy the situation some writers recommend a standard
contract which would protect both the buyer and the seller. Such a
contraot is found in life and fir© insurance. How legislation, to regu
late repossessions, to limit rates, to license finance companies, and to
limit or prohibit some of the olausos found in contracts, is proposed
by various state legislatures.
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